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We are looking forward to welcoming everyone to the historic

Spanish city of Cádiz for the 57th annual Convention on 25th/26th

May. 

The plans have been coming together well and this year’s

focus will be on a ‘Green ISSA’. We have a number of interesting

speakers and although it is a subject we have covered before, it

is one we want to bring back to the fore.

This year, the programme has been developed very much to

underline the social side of the Convention, and we will be

focusing on making it a lot more interesting for the accompanying

persons.

The take up has been very positive in all respects and we are

looking forward to a very interesting Convention. The very

enthusiastic and hard-working Spanish Committee has worked

very closely with the ISSA Convention Committee to achieve a

good result.

ISSA membership is being boosted in many parts of the world.

There is a constant stream of people coming from India which has

our largest group for Associate Membership. We are planning

towards having the next regional meeting in India and it is hoped

this will take place early next year, probably at the end of January. 

We still plan to hold the meeting in two locations to take

account of the size of the country with one in or around Mumbai

and the other down in the south, simply to avoid people having

to travel too far. I hope it will be very interesting for all of our

Associate Members and membership is building even more

there now. 

In Africa too, where the regional meeting was held in Ghana

last year, we have indeed seen a lot of interest from people who

took part in the meeting, which is extremely positive. We even

have people coming to Convention who have not been before so

there is definitely a growing interest from the African region.

ISSA membership is being boosted in many
parts of the world. There is a constant stream of
people coming from India which has our largest
group for Associate Membership. We are
planning towards having the next regional
meeting in India and it is hoped this will take
place early next year, probably at the end of
January

Dear ISSA Members and Maritime Colleagues

Foreword
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Because of our regional meeting we managed to attract new

members so this proves it was definitely worthwhile to do it

there.

We have also talked about, after India, possibly having a

regional meeting in Panama, a region which is easily reached

from South America as well as from Mexico and the northern

sector, so there is the opportunity to have an impact on several

groups there. This is still being discussed and will need to be

approved before plans are put into place. 

In February the Executive Board had a number of meetings

in London and included in these was a presentation about next

year’s Convention which will be held in London, its base for the

next three years. 

The plans for this are going extremely well with the

development right on schedule and there has been a lot of

interest from others in the maritime sector because the

Convention will be held during a special London Maritime Week.

Our vision is to bring several changes into the way we are doing

things without losing the essence of what Convention is about.

Because we will also be part of the Maritime Week we will also

be able to offer other activities during that week.

For the next three years, the London Convention will be held

at the same venue at the same time of year to test whether this

is the way forward. There have been arguments for and against

but I think the overwhelming majority of members that I have

talked to are all in favour. Everybody likes to go to London and

most people have business they can do there and they can

travel from London to other European destinations for business

quite easily. London also seems to be a positive spot and the

majority of members I have spoken to agree with that.

The further downturn that we have seen lately – we have

seen the lowest charter rates that anyone can or cares to

remember – is very depressing because it is having a direct

effect on the whole of our industry and, of course, the European

difficulties that we are having at the moment with the Euro are

also depressing.

However, when I talk to members there seem to be a few

glimmers of hope and slightly more optimism so even though it

is not very solid, it is there. We hope that over the next few

months there will be much more light at the end of the tunnel.

ISSA is still working on a number of initiatives to help its

members with the economic downturn and at the recent London

meeting attended by Executive members, the subject was

talked about at great length. 

We will soon hopefully be able to present details of these to

the Assembly and everyone I have spoken to seems very

optimistic with regards to one of the activities we want to

include. It is something our members have been asking for but

I cannot reveal details until it has been put to the Assembly. 

If you would like to keep up to date with all the news and

developments within ISSA, please visit the website at

www.shipsupply.org

You can also send in your comments and views to the 

ISSA Secretariat either by phone on +44 (0)20 7626 6236; 

Fax +44 (0)20 7626 6234 or alternatively email

secretariat@shipsupply.org

I look forward to seeing many of you at Convention!

Jens Olsen

ISSA President
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Douglas Inch, Executive Secretary of the Singapore

Association of Ship Suppliers, reports on the ship supply market

there.

Singapore remains a busy and vibrant port but with a number of

challenging issues lurking below the surface.

To start on a positive note, Singapore’s new cruise terminal will

open in the first half of this year. At present, smaller cruise ships berth

at the old cruise terminal which is next to the access to Sentosa Island

and the larger ships operate from a section of the container terminal

– not ideal for the handling of large numbers of passengers. The new

cruise terminal in Marina South, the recently reclaimed area on the

south side of Singapore, will handle the full range of cruise ships. 

Marina South will also host Singapore’s second lighterage wharf

– until now, supply boats operating to storings both in-port and the

Outer Port Limit (OPL) areas, have operated from a wharf further to the

west – not ideal when heading to one of the distant anchorages on

the opposite side to the island. The new wharf will also assist in

speeding up transit times to the eastern storing areas.

During the preparation for the developments at Marina South, the

President and Council of the Singapore Association of Ship Suppliers

(SASS) have again enjoyed the advantages of the excellent

relationship with the senior management of the port operator, Jurong

Port – and the other semi-government and government agencies.

Indeed, last year a potentially serious dispute occurred with the very

long-established operators of the shore cranes on the lighterage wharf

but the matter was quickly assessed and controlled by Jurong Port

management.

Within the common sense parameters of health and safety

considerations, Jurong Port operates a very efficient facility where its

ultimate focus and that of agencies which operate through the wharf

– in our case the ship suppliers – is to provide a good, efficient and

seamless a service as possible for visiting ships.

In Singapore, cost-control remains an issue but realistically that is

probably true for ship suppliers worldwide. The cost to supply ships

at Singapore, both within the port and at OPL, are high with the single,

largest component being labour costs, followed by the charges levied

for deliveries by supply boat and port charges. 

Singapore ship suppliers are confronted with a significant payroll

bill and an on-going problem to find suitably qualified and experienced

staff. The Singapore Government’s policy is to maintain an

employment regime that favours the employment of nationals – a

highly sensible policy assuming that a sufficient number of

Singaporeans are willing to work anti-social hours in the often tough

conditions.

When ship suppliers meet in Singapore, operating costs are often

discussed and while we recognise our costs are undoubtedly higher

than some other key storing ports, we equally see that Singapore

enjoys a vast throughput of ships, plus the benefits of an advanced

and modern country with state of the art international trade and

transport hubs. So, yes, costs may be higher, but this is probably

more than compensated for by other factors that result in enhanced

operating efficiency and improved productivity.

SASS, which celebrates its 30th anniversary this year, was

established by a group of like-minded ship suppliers with the aim to

regulate, protect, represent and further the interests of professional

ship suppliers. To mark the milestone SASS will hold a Seminar &

Trade Exhibition provisionally on 8th to 9th November to which all

SASS members are invited. Further details to appear in the summer

edition of The Ship Supplier.

Over the years the basic principles have been maintained but

equally much has changed as the industry that we serve has evolved.

Today, quality management is an important issue and roughly half of

the 44 ordinary members are ISO 9001:2008 qualified, and in addition

most carry ISSA’s own Quality Mark.

International trade is going through an extremely difficult period

and undoubtedly there will be even rougher times ahead for the

world’s transport industries. Credit risk is one of the serious issues

that ship suppliers most recognise. The consensus among the SASS

members is that they are ready for the challenge. Businesses are now

generally much leaner and probably more efficient than before, and

well able to withstand whatever the future may bring. 

SASS members are confident they are in a position to provide an

on-going professional ship supply service which will meet and, indeed

exceed, the expectations of the ship owners. �

Scandinavia, Singapore & SE Asia Regional Focus 11
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Vietnam
Quality over cost

One of only two ISSA members in Vietnam, CMI says it is battling

‘cowboy’ companies offering knock down prices for cheap products.

“Business has been very slow due to these cowboys, and the

prices quoted are cheaper for many well-known reasons. Provisions

and products are of poor quality and the customers are being misled

with incorrect weights and not receiving the items they have been

quoted for,” said Managing Director, Captain Napoleon Paterakis.

With many ship managers and owners trying to keep costs down

it is a continuous problem for Ho Chi Minh City-based CMI, a general

ship supplier which specialises in safety radio survey, ultrasonic

tightness testing and ultrasonic thickness measurements.

“You cannot always do what an owner asks for when they want

the best quality for the minimum cost. It is a big problem and we need

to meet somewhere in the middle,” explained Capt Napoleon.

“Some ship owners and managers think that the cost of the

provisions and stores will be much cheaper here than in other

countries and when they receive our quotations they wonder why our

prices are like other countries. We have to import many of our supplies

so how can the cost be lower?”

Despite the number of companies offering cheap products at

lower prices, he said CMI would strive to highlight the quality of

provisions and services it provides.

“I believe in the long term we will be the winners. It would be very

easy for us to be ‘cowboys’ to survive but we prefer to work with

serious ship owners and managers.”

Another major issue he said CMI was facing was the high cost

of terminal fees along with the need for compulsory stevedores in

some ports. “There are times they will not allow us to enter their ports

and shipyards even if the crew is hungry or to supply safety items

because they want to control who the suppliers are,” said 

Capt Napoleon. 

Another challenge is the inability to have bonded warehouses

and the understanding of customs rules which can be different in all

ports of delivery.

On a positive note he said the Vietnamese government was

seeking private equity to invest in the modernisation and creation of

ports and shipyards. “This will help with the growth of the supply

industry in the future,” he said. �

12 Scandinavia, Singapore & SE Asia Regional Focus
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As the food service industry continues to grow in The Philippines,

ship suppliers are reaping the benefits as they can provide a wider

array of imported provisions.

Agnes Llanto, Operations Manager at DonDon Ship Supply &

Marine Services in Manila, speaking on behalf of the Shipchandlers

Philippines Inc (SPI), said: “Long-standing co-operations with our

neighbouring ship suppliers like Con Lash in Singapore and Fortune

Shipchandlers in Hong Kong have enabled us to provide items which

are not available locally while long-term partnerships with local

manufacturers have given us a wider range of products to offer to the

shipping companies and buyers here and abroad.”

Another positive for ship suppliers in The Philippines is

investment in the country’s ports. “There has been continuous

development of government ports and private ports like the newly

opened container port in Batangas and the commercial port in Cádiz

City,” said Ms Llanto.

On the downside, she said many suppliers in The Philippines

including DonDon were being edged out of supplying to some of the

country’s private ports.

“Various private ports prohibit free enterprise in shipchandling as

they have formed a local association tied or linked to political

influences which prohibit chandlers from other ports to engage in

supply,” said Ms Llanto. “For example, if a supplier from Manila, on

an order from an owner/manager, delivered provisions and bonded

stores in one of these private ports, they would be charged a 10%-

20% royalty fee or, worse, not allowed to enter the private ports at all

and be forced to return to Manila with spoiled goods.”

Some chandlers including DonDon have also had to secure

licences in provinces such as Subic, Mariveles, Batangas and Manila

in order to cope with required documents for accreditation to various

shipyards.

“Whereas if your company is a shipping agency, a permit to

operate and municipal licence in Manila is enough to present to the

port management offices within the Philippines and instantly you can

act as a ship agent,” said Ms Llanto.

“The numerous municipal licences and permits to operate from

Philippine Port Authority have added a burden to the management

costs as they are renewed annually.” �

Scandinavia, Singapore & SE Asia Regional Focus 13
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Norway’s status as a maritime nation remains undisputed as

97,000 Norwegians make their living through maritime means and

although demand for ship supplies and services remains high,

Marit Eggen, Secretary General, Norwegian Maritime Suppliers

(Norske Maritime Leverandører), confirmed Norwegian chandlers

are still experiencing problems regarding the 14-day rule – a

regulation which insists a vessel must be abroad for 14 days if

customs-free meat is onboard.

“An important issue is the upcoming change in Norwegian

customs law because we have an amendment to the rules

regarding the delivery of meat. At the moment, we have a 14-day

rule that you must go away from Norway for 14 days, to be able

to deliver meat onboard. Customs in Norway are preparing a

hearing on this issue. I talked with the European ship chandlers

who are present in the European Ship Suppliers Organization

(OCEAN) and all of them told us they did not have common rules

in their legislation. I presented this to Norwegian customs and they

are now preparing a hearing – I think there will be a proposal to

change the Norwegian law during this year,” Ms Eggen said.

But what impact will this change have for Norwegian ship

suppliers, particularly those who deal with meat? “It will be very

important for them. It will be so much easier for Norwegian

chandlers and wholesalers. To all the ships in the North Sea – it’s

important to them, in addition to offshore rigs, and it will be easier

for Norwegian ship owners to buy meat in Scotland or Amsterdam.

This rule has, for years, been a Scandinavian commitment so we

decided to contact the politicians in Oslo,” she said. 

In Norway, customs are the responsibility of the Department of

Finance and after approaching the finance minister several times

with this problem, Norwegian suppliers are finally seeing some

movement on the issue. But what are Ms Eggen’s hopes for 2012?

“I hope they will make progress regarding the Northern sailing

route, to investigate how safe and green it is before we start with

new activities up north. Stavanger has been the oil capital in

Norway for the last decade and with all the new oil we have found

up north, there are new possibilities in Norway but we have to be

very careful about the environmental side of oil exploration.” �

Norway
Moving forward through reform
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Denmark
Diversification is the key

As ship owners

continue to tighten their

purse strings, is it time

for Danish suppliers to

diversify? Leif

Hermansen, Chairman

and ISSA

Representative, the

Danish Shipsuppliers

Association (Dansk

Skibsleverandør

Forening), said: “Our

member numbers are

still the same, we didn’t lose any. But a lot of things have happened

in Denmark recently, particularly if you look at the offshore sector –

oil, gas and wind farms – there is a lot of activity there. Our members

have contacted the ship owners who are placing the wind farms, in

addition to the supply vessels and cabling companies, and they are

doing rather well from this.” 

He added that if, as he expects, a 5% drop in world fleet numbers

occurs, there will of course, be fewer vessels for his members to

supply and so, a global business approach will be key: “We are trying

to go elsewhere, to go global to get business – it’s not enough in

Denmark alone. The big ship suppliers in Denmark are going global.

Vessels are moving all around the world and so, to supply them and

keep in contact with them, Danish ship suppliers can create better

business opportunities.”

However, a major issue for Danish ship suppliers is cost control.

“If you don’t keep expenses down, you’ll lose money because ship

owners still have, I believe, a bad year coming in 2012, so you have

to take care to look at your risks. Avoid bad payers and look at your

expenses. Cost control is so important.”

But what advice does Mr Hermansen have for his members in

2012? “One of the things I am emphasising to members at our AGM

is that they have to avoid bad payers. Our members have learned to

recognise good and bad payers and now, they are getting payment

in advance and they know who the bad payers are and who they are

able to give some credit to.” �
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Sweden is world famous for its creativity – from the nation’s

celebrated native recipes and fresh produce, such as sweet bread

products or meatballs with lingonberry jam, to the sleek, modern

designs of IKEA – but in the face of challenging EU customs

regulations, Swedish ship suppliers will need to utilise all their

creativity and work together, in order to ensure a strong and

prosperous future for ship supply in the Scandinavian region as a

whole. 

As Kenneth Odéus, Secretary General of the Swedish

Shipsuppliers Association (Sveriges Skeppshandlareförbund), told

The Ship Supplier, Swedish suppliers are facing problems when

dealing with EU rules and declarations of exports, particularly in

understanding exactly how these rules should be applied, but

through actively communicating with the authorities, it is hoped

improvements will occur in the near future.

“We are discussing with the Swedish authorities how we shall

apply the rules the correct way,” he said, adding that there has been

a level of confusion, concerning how EU customs regulations should

be implemented, in addition to a lack of consistency between how

the Swedish and Finnish customs authorities interpret the same

rules. “We will try to solve these problems in close cooperation

between the Swedish and Finnish authorities. Otherwise, we can

hardly compete with the other EU countries with different ways of

interpreting the rules,” he noted.

Although Mr Odéus said Swedish ship suppliers have faced

some difficulties during the recession, as this has caused customers

“to reduce their offers of available ships”, he said Swedish suppliers

have worked hard to compete, considering the strength of the

Swedish currency against Euro-based businesses. 

“We have a positive future for the ship supply industry if the

application of rules could be solved in a cost efficient way. As the

Swedish crown has been stronger against the Euro, we are losing

business to competitors in the Eurozone,” he explained. 

“The recession has caused our customers to reduce their offers

of available ships and we have worked hard to compete with a strong

Swedish currency towards Euro-based business. We are trying, in

companionship with the Swedish Authorities, to solve the problems

with the application of the new EU-rules,” he concluded. �

Sweden
Creating a prosperous future
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Finland
Creating harmony with customs

With an emphasis on harmonious relations between customs and

suppliers, Finnish chandlers are working to ensure a prosperous future

for all those involved in maritime supply in the region. Matti Kokkala,

Chairman, the Finnish Ship Suppliers Association (FSSA) (Suomen

Laivakauppiaitten Yhdistys r.y.), said that the new customs code,

which is currently in use but for which suppliers are still awaiting official

documentation, is perhaps the most important issue for his

Association’s members. 

Having recently attended the FSSA’s Board Meeting, where a

local customs officer was available to discuss current regulations, Mr

Kokkala said his association is working to ensure operations under the

new customs code are “as good as can be”. 

“All ship supply has been considered as ‘export’ from last year but

we are a little bit behind with our local rulings here concerning exports

and the ship supply business,” he said, adding that by working closely

with local customs, the positive relationship between both parties will

continue. 

Mr Kokkala was also enthusiastic when describing a recent event

he attended, to mark the 200-year anniversary of Finland’s National

Board of Customs. This special event included presentations and

congratulatory addresses from Kunio Mikuriya, Secretary General,

World Customs Organization (WCO) and Heinz Zourek, the European

Commission’s Director General of Enterprise and Industry. The 200

guests in attendance were also treated to a presentation of highlights

from the history of Finnish customs and representatives from

government, including the Finnish Ministry of Finance were in

attendance.

But what issues are of most importance to Mr Kokkala’s ship

supplier members at this time? “Of course, we also discussed the

upcoming ISSA Convention in Cádiz and a number of our board

members are keen to attend. We are also discussing the fact that

Finnish customs are trying to arrange a common meeting with the

Swedish customs and tax authorities in the spring time.”

Noting that it is important for Finnish suppliers to be given a

greater voice in customs regulations and proceedings, he added: “We

are working in close co-operation with Finnish customs and we are

trying to continue this now in our daily work. One thing we are doing

right now is examining the possibility of signing a memorandum of

understanding (MoU) with Finnish customs concerning crime

prevention.”

Understanding the requirements of the International Ship and Port

Facility Security Code (ISPS Code), Mr Kokkala added: “We see a lot

of different things and we have been discussing a possible MoU,

which would allow us to cooperate further with them. We would like

to inform customs whenever we see something which looks

suspicious, perhaps a potential crime, such as drug smuggling. It’s an

agreement. It is for our association – during our last meeting a

customs officer discussed the possibilities and we are now hoping to

sign up, perhaps by our next meeting but definitely within this year.”

Mr Kokkala confirmed that although business with the cargo

sector is not expected to increase anytime soon for Finnish suppliers,

fresh business opportunities have come from passenger vessels: “The

ship supply industry is not growing, the problem is that some cargo

vessels are being laid off and so business is not as good as it used to

be. But on the other hand, we have very tight ferry traffic here,

between our nation and Sweden, Germany and Estonia, which is very

steady business here. Hopefully cargo levels will rise again one day,

which will mean more vessels here. I can inform our members about

the possibilities and risks so they can make good choices.” �
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T
urkish-based Simsekler General Ship

Chandler & Ship Repair has penned

an agreement with W & O Europe to

distribute its products across Turkish ports.

Part of the W & O

Group,  the US

company which

supplies engineered

products, pipes, valves

and fittings has been

keen to establish a

presence in Turkey as

part of  broader

expansion plans across

the Mediterranean and

Black Sea regions.

Kristof Adam,

General Manager of W

& O Europe, said: “The

marine industry in Turkey provides an

incredible opportunity for us. Establishing

commercial operations in Turkey is an

important step in implementing our growth

strategies for Europe, and this partnership

with Simsekler is a key driver in cultivating

a future network of distribution points

throughout the South European region.

“Simsekler, with 35 years of

experience in the ship supply and ship

repair sectors in Turkey, in combination

with the product lines and knowledge of

W & O, will assure a strong customer

service to meet all requirements of local

customers and international owners’ ships

calling at Turkish ports.”

Erhan Unlu, Member of the Executive

Board and Technical Manager of ISSA

member Simsekler, said:“This partnership

will help us to provide our customers and

other suppliers with the most

competitively priced, high quality marine

valves in the shortest delivery times.” �
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T
urkish company AVS Global Ship

Supply says despite the gloomy

economy it is going from

strength to strength, building up a solid

international customer base.

Marking 10 years in business last

year, founder Vahit Şimşek, whose

family has been involved in ship supply

since 1976, said the company had

achieved its two main ambitions – to

serve the supply needs of its

customers internationally and to

establish mutually beneficial, long term

partnerships with ship chandlers

around the world.

Intitially established to serve the

supply needs of Turkish ship owners in

international ports, AVS Global Ship

Supply currently serves 160 fleets in

over 90 countries.

“When you have the trust of a

customer base that has been building

for more than 35 years, you are bound

to get asked for assistance when it

comes to recommending reliable

suppliers around the world,” said Mr

Şimşek.

“We took this one step further by

not just recommending but actually co-

ordinating their purchasing requests.”

He added: “Ship supply is a very

competitive business and, these days,

a very risky business. I think the main

reason for our success is that we have

a strong supplier network that we have

added value to.

“With the safety net that we provide

to our supply partners, working with

AVS means you increase your market

share without any additional marketing

costs and your payment is guaranteed.

Our supply partners have also taken

advantage of the opportunities we

provide through our group companies

which means new income streams

from them.”

Some of the companies

collaborating with AVS Global Ship

Supply include ISSA members Salvo

Grima from Malta, Promed from Italy

and Spanish supplier Cisam.

Cisam Operations Manager Mario

Adam, said: “Working with AVS has

opened up a whole new market to

Cisam, a market which, by our own

means, we were not able to develop

but now, under the guidance of AVS,

and their wide portfolio of clients, it is

becoming a very important playground

for our company.”

Andrew Camilleri, Sales Manager

for Salvo Grima, added: “Their

knowledge of the market is an aid for

us. Whenever we need assistance of

any kind, AVS is always prompt in

helping us the best way it can.” �

W & O pens partnership agreement with Simsekler

Global success for Turkish ship supplier
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F

ormed from the unification of ship

supply companies Admiral Marine

Supplies and Harding Brothers,

British ship supply giant Admiral Harding is

a definite force in the world of maritime

supply and services and this is in no small

part due to its strong team, which ensures

the company’s global network can deliver

a breadth of supply solutions to customers

from across the global military, cruise,

offshore and merchant vessel sectors.  

A focus on customer service has been

key in allowing the company to grow and

Bob Blake, who set up Admiral Marine

Supplies in 1978 and is now Managing

Director of Admiral Harding, confirmed to

The Ship Supplier that the company’s head

office in Avonmouth, UK, also benefits from

a number of staff from the Blake family.

This includes Mr Blake’s stepson, Jon,

who is in charge of the food and beverage

department and has been with the

company for 25 years. 

Mr Blake’s second eldest daughter

Katy, Accounts Supervisor, has also been

with the company for 13 years and also

plays a major role in in-house IT

management.  In addition, Mr Blake’s son,

Thomas, joined two years ago as part of

the technical purchasing team and his

youngest son, 18-year-old Charlie, is

currently mirroring Ron Hawkes, (Senior

Sales Executive), for 12-18 months, to

learn the ropes prior to Ron’s retirement.

Ron has been in the ship supply industry

for 52 years. 

The head office has 47 employees and

as Mr Blake said, Admiral Harding has

benefited from employees “who

understand the way we work” as they have

been “brought up, from the warehouse

floor. Jon, who is now running the

provisions department, started on the

warehouse floor and has worked in every

branch of the company within the UK,” 

he said. 

However, Mr Blake emphasised it’s

important for all employees to go through

proper procedures with the departmental

head and management, to ensure talented

people who are most suitable for the role

are brought in: “I keep out of the process

of employment and family members apply

just like anyone else, so it’s fair.  It’s no

good having people, whether they’re

related or not, who are not suitable for 

the role.”

“With Charlie, the most recent relative

to join, he was considering going to

university but then the job position came

up and he decided he’d like to have a go

at it. He’s getting on very well and he

thoroughly enjoys it. He’s young – 18 years

of age, but has to get up at 4.30am to visit

ships at port and also, a lot of the cruise

business is at weekends, so he’s working

Saturdays and Sundays but we haven’t

heard a moan about this!” �

New
Members

1st December 2011

Midsea Maritime Services Pvt. Ltd.,

New No. 46, Old No. 69 West Mada

Church Street, Royapuram, 

Chennai, India

Contact: Mr Muhammud Mujahid

E-mail: mujahid@midseamaritime.com

Tel: + 91 44 2598455 

Specialists in Offshore Supply

Bengal Marine & Offshore Services,

TCL-1/3, Nayabazar, Paradip Port,

Paradip, Jagatsighpur, Orissa, India

Contact: Mr A. Mandal

E-mail: sales@bmosmarine.com

Tel: +91 33 2242 6433/ 2242 

Sinai Maritime Services Pvt. Ltd. &

Royale Continental Services,

108, Veena Chambers, 1st Floor, 4th

Clive Cross Road, Danabunder, Masjid

(East), Mumbai 400 009, India

Contact: Mr Chippa Naeem Abdul

Rehman

E-mail: info@sinaimaritime.com

Tel: +91 22 400 27 331) 

General ship supplier

BK Marines,

567-9 Seonam Dong, Nam-gu Ulsan,

680-819, Korea

Contact: Mr S.H. Jang

E-mail: bkms@bkmarines.com

Family values

Behind (L-R): Charlie Blake, Tom Blake and

Katy Blake. Front: Jon Fahy and Bob Blake
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New
Members

1st December 2011

M/S Anjali Marine,

XXIV/177-A, Bharath Building, K.P.K.

Menon Road, Willingdon Island, Cochin

Port, India

Contact: Mr Anil Kumar

E-mail: anjalimarine@gmail.com

General ship supplier  

1st January 2012
M/s. Badami Industrial Corporation,

1 – 8, Kawarana CHS Ltd., 26 P.D.

Mello Road, Wadi Bunder, Mumbai 400

009, India

Contact: Mr Kaizer Badami

E-mail: kaizer@badami.co.in

Tel: +91 22 2374 76 08 

General ship supplier- also

manufacture, repair and service rescue

boats/ life rafts etc

Daffodils,

44B, Karl Marx Sarani, Kolkata 700 –

023, West Bengal, India

Contact: Mr Tanweer Ahmed

E-mail: daffodils92@vsnl.net

Tel:  +91 33 2459 7349 

Ship agents and shipstores supplier 

Spry Asia Group Company Limited,

62/1 Moo 6 Tambon Banglamung,

Amphur Banglamung, Chonburi

20150, Thailand

Contact: Mr Sten Olesen

E-mail: Thailand@spryasiagroup.com

Tel:  +66-(0)38-492922 

General ship supplier

Unimar Bonded Stores Sarl,

Lot 140 Entrepot Numero 1, Zone

Franche, Ksar El Majaz, Port Tanger,

Med Maroc, Morocco

Contact: Mr Daniel Alberto

E-mail: sales@unimarbs.com /

info@unimarbs.com

General ship supplier but specialise in

provisions and bonded stores 

B
y his own admission there is a

little of Sir Humphrey Appleby in

ISSA’s own top ‘civil servant’,

Spencer Eade. 

Many of you will remember that Sir

Humphrey was the guiding hand behind

Jim Hacker in the 1980s BBC sitcom

Yes, Minister and Yes, Prime Minister.

The series follows the Right Honorable

James Hacker MP, Minister for

Administrative Affairs and latterly Prime

Minister, and his attempts to make

officialdom and administration make

sense. He does this while pushing his

own self-serving agenda, and keeping

his head above any nasty political

waters. Throughout his career, he's up

against Whitehall’s Sir Humphrey

Appleby, unflappable symbol of a

machine that has no gears, only brakes.

While the ISSA Secretary General

may acknowledge that an element of

political skill is needed to run an

association as internationally diverse as

ISSA, Spencer does it with a dexterity

and poise that ensures the right job gets

done while leaving those around him

feeling that they played more than just a

bit part in the success of the idea.

As Sir Humphrey would say: “The

matter is under consideration” means we

have lost the file. “The matter is under

active consideration” means we are

trying to find the file.

But running a secretariat is a job that

calls for a wide variety of skills – let alone

The man from the Secretariat
The Baltic Exchange: ISSA’s London HQ
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New
Members

1st January 2012

Wildew Company Limited,

PO Box CS 8058, Tema, Ghana

Contact: Mr W.J.E. Graham

E-mail: wildew98@yahoo.com

Tel: +233 30 3211 162 

General ship supplier

1st March 2012
Ace Marine Service Inc.,

3F, 41-3, Buyong-Dong, 1-GA, Seo-

Gu, Busan 602-081, Korea

Contact: Mr K.J. Lee

E-mail: acemarine@hanmail.net

Tel: +82 51 256 1852

General ship supplier

Akvatoria-M Ltd.,

Khalturina str. 3, Murmansk 183010,

Russia E-mail: aqua-m@hotmail.com

Contact: Mr Denis Krut’ko

Tel: +7 8152 426173

General ship supplier

Anjani Ship Suppliers,

Plot No. 356, NU-4, Bhattnagar,

Gandhidham – Kutch (370201), India

Contact: Mr Pradeep Keswani

E-mail: operations@anjaniship.com

General ship supplier

Blue Marine Services,

16A Ground Floor (Rear Side),

Ebrahim Building West, Wharf Road,

Karachi, Pakistan

Contact: Mr Najeeb Kashif

E-mail: bluemarine@cyber.net.pk

Tel:  +923002163279

MS Logistics,

59A/3B South Cotton Road, Tuticorin

– 628001, Tmail Nadu, India

Contact: Mr Michael Gomez

E-mail: Michael@mslogisticsindia.com

Tel: +91 4612333 433 

political: “It is all about attention to detail

and the older you get the harder it

becomes,” said Spencer.

“I was 48 when I joined ISSA and all

my career had been leading up to this

job. During my time at the Ministry of

Defence I had grounding in all the civil

service rules; in the press office I learned

marketing and PR before moving into the

shipping industry through my time as The

Hon George Borwick’s right hand man

administering the proceeds of the sale of

Ellerman Shipping.

“You have to be able to put on a suit

and talk to the head of a shipping

company one minute and then you have

to be in dungarees humping 20 boxes of

catalogues upstairs because there is no

one else to do it. At Convention you have

to have to don a dinner jacket and make

sure that everyone is sitting down and on

the other hand you have to keep a look

out for the poor lonely member who no

one wants to sit with. You also have to

prepare the board room and carry the

flags and ensure the right countries sit

next to each other. So it is a range of

skills which by luck or good judgement I

have acquired.”

Anyone taking less than a cursory

glance at the progress of ISSA over the

past decade will see that it has continued

to grow and flourish as an association.

Spencer Eade again: “I set myself an

arbitrary figure ten years ago that if the

membership ever falls below 1,600

companies then I am failing. And touch

wood it never has. The growth has been

due north for the last 14 years I have

been secretary. I don’t believe it is

because I am here but it is the

recognition among ship suppliers

globally, that to be a member of ISSA is

a pretty good thing and to be a quality

member of ISSA is an even better thing.

And our own Geoff Marchant plays a key

role here in running the whole quality side

and I play a role because our associate

members can’t get through to Geoff

without talking to me first.”

He added: “The problem with ISSA

and the secretariat is that people think

there are 10 people beavering away here

so when they send an email they expect

to get an instant answer. The reality is

there is me here in London, Pam our

database manager part time in Malta,

and there is Marion who is virtually full

time in Malta on the financial side

supervised by Alfred our Treasurer.

Everything else is outsourced.

“Malta handles all financial matters,

the database and the website.

Everything else is handled from here.

When I say handled here, I am in the

paper shifting business so the more I can

shift out the better. 

“I have certain key responsibilities

such as editing the catalogue, editing

The Ship Supplier magazine, running the

entire associate membership recruitment

and administration from start to finish.

For each area of responsibility I report to

an Executive Vice President of which

there are nine and each of them has a

supervisory role. Then you get the

problem of prioritisation: what is more

important: processing a new member

who is eager to have a long term

relationship with ISSA or trying to sign up

someone for Convention? So you have

to make a value judgement.

“I have to plan, arrange and minute

all the ISSA meetings as well as all the

OCEAN meetings on the administrative

side plus attend IMO. Key IMO meetings

are Council twice a year and the

Facilitation sub-committee and Assembly

once every other year,” he said.

Why is it important that ISSA is

represented in such a strong way at

IMO? “Because  if it wasn’t very quickly,

within two years we would find it

impossible for members to arrest a

vessel because they would remove that

facility – something that was hard fought

by ISSA. We would find it increasingly

difficult to get onboard a ship because

suddenly people would forget that ship

suppliers are a key group that needs to

have access to ships. We would also

have no input into the ISPS Code which

specifically mentions ship supply as well

as no input into the regulatory function

which affects ship suppliers.

Abandonment of seafarers is important

because I managed to get into the draft

amendment to the ILO convention the

fact that when a ship is sold, the ship

supplier will get his bill paid. What

happens in reality is that when a ship is

abandoned, a supplier often keeps

supplying it because he is faced with a

dozen Georgians who are starving to

death. It is what you do as a human

being. Until the MLC comes into being

there is no legal framework to a ship

supplier getting paid. Ship supply has a

moral as well as a financial responsibility

and you cannot operate in a vacuum.” �
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H
utton’s, the UK-based ship

supplier, has appointed a

General Manager to work at

its new head office in Hull, England.

David Greenwood brings to

Hutton’s a wealth of experience

having been responsible for running

international logistics and supply

operations for almost 20 years.

He has been responsible for start-

ups, growth and change

management and operations for

companies such as UPS Supply

Chain Solutions, Tibbett & Britten and

Whitbread. More recently he

managed the food and non-food

supply chain for the MoD into Iraq

during the Gulf War, and since 2009

he has successfully managed a ship

chandler company in Dubai, UAE.

David, who joined Hutton’s on

March 1st, will assume responsibility

for the overall day-to-day

management of Hutton’s, enabling

Managing Director Alex Taylor to

focus on the company’s overseas

projects and new ventures.

Alex Taylor said: “David’s

international experience of

shipchandling and indeed the

logistics and supply chain will bring an

added dimension to the already

strong management team at

Hutton’s.”

David Greenwood said: “I am

proud to have joined Hutton’s and I

look forward to helping the company

to further enhance its customer

service and  the comprehensive range

of services we offer to the market.” �

Hutton’s appoints General Manager
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T
he Turkey Ship Suppliers Association

(TURSSA) has held its fourth ordinary

general assembly meeting at the

Sheraton Hotel, Istanbul, and started 2012

with a newly elected Board of Directors –

which features George Saris as President,

Abdulvahit Şimşek as Executive Vice

President, Osman Bilgin as Secretary

General, Ibrahim Mete as Treasurer and

Hakan Doğan Kayali as Board Member.

The association, which was formed in

2004, has seen its membership grow from

16 founding members to its current

membership of 29. As Mr Saris confirmed

at the meeting, Turkey remains a

strategically important location for

international trade, particularly as the

Dardanelles and Bosphorus straits serve as

a vital link between the Mediterranean and

the Black Sea. 

As Mr Saris noted, the main objective

for the Management Board of TURSSA will

be to liberate the ship supply industry from

current procedural inconveniences, while

increasing the global competitiveness of

Turkish suppliers, aiming for Turkey to

become one of the world’s main supply

ports. Mr Saris said TURSSA will focus on

the compliance with and implementation of

EU regulations of relevance to the industry

and will take a more active role in OCEAN

meetings. 

“TURSSA will try to find solutions, in

order to simplify the documentation and

administration procedures of customs, tax,

veterinarian and port authorities, in order to

provide fast, quality and competitive

services to vessels passing through Turkish

waters. By creating solidarity, dialogue and

synergy among the members, the Turkish

ship supply industry will move forward and

increase its contribution to the Turkish

economy,” Mr Saris added.

Mr Saris concluded by noting how

TURSSA has advanced a great deal since

its formation to become a platform where

all members share a professional

understanding of the ship supply business

and meet to discuss important issues and

create value for everyone. “We believe the

future is bright for the Turkish ship supply

industry in terms of competitiveness 

and operational efficiency and in the 

new period our management team will do

its part properly to make it happen,” 

Mr Saris said. � 

TURSSA elects new board of directors
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Diary Dates 2012

11 - 14 Apr MTB - Marine Asia 2012
Bangkok, Thailand www.coplandevents.com

8 - 10 May Europort Romania
Constanta, Romania | www.europort.nl/about-europort/international/romania-en

9 - 12 May MTB Shipyards Asia 2012
Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam www.coplandevents.com

21 - 24 May RoRo Expo
Gothenberg, Sweden www.rorex.com

22 - 24 May Navalia
Vigo, Spain www.navalia.es

25 - 26 May 57th ISSA Annual Convention
Cádiz, Spain www.shipsupply.org

4 - 8 June Posidonia 2012
Athens, Greece www.posidonia-events.com

13 - 16 June MTB - Marine Asia 2012
Bangkok, Thailand www.coplandevents.com

Web Links
ISSA www.shipsupply.org

IMMA                                                            www.maritime-medical.org

Intermanager                                                  www.intermanager.org

Public Relations and Marketing www.elabor8.co.uk

2012 Issue 52 The SHIP Supplier
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W
ith over 30 years’ experience in

the industry, Gaylin International

is a major provider of steel wire

rope, rigging gears, chains and anchors

and more, having evolved from a small

business to a blossoming company with

100 employees and a 24,000sq m

warehouse, focused on supply to the

offshore, shipping and construction sectors.  

Geographically, Gaylin benefits from its

base in Singapore as Desmond Teo,

Managing Director, explained: “Singapore’s

economy is constantly growing, and there

are lots of opportunities and the potential

for growth. We have one of the busiest

ports in the world due to our strategic

location, and being in the oil and gas

industry, this is extremely beneficial to us.

There are many big international companies

that have their headquarters or operations

in Singapore and this is a sign that the oil

and gas industry in Singapore is still

booming and our company will continue to

reap the benefits as long as the demand is

there.”

However, shipping is, of course, a

global industry, so has Gaylin noticed any

influence from the recession or has the

Singapore company remained recession-

proof? Describing the most challenging

aspects to being a ship supplier in these

difficult times, Mr Teo said: “In times of

recession, there will certainly be some

impact as a ship supplier. Competition

becomes stiffer and smaller players in the

industry might be affected. However,

projects will still be going on even in times of

recession, and we believe that we have built

up a company with a strong foundation and

are able to ride out any waves of recession.” 

But what are Mr Teo’s hopes for 2012

for Gaylin, and for the ship supply industry

in general? “Gaylin International has been

growing consistently, and similarly in 2012,

we hope that we will continue to strengthen

our foothold in the industry,” he said. “We

also hope to expand further overseas, to

make our presence known worldwide and

be recognised as one of the leading

suppliers in the world.”

Describing how his company plans to

make these ambitions come true, Mr Teo

said Gaylin is a strong player in ship supply

and strives to provide a superior service:

“Gaylin has built up a strong reputation in

the industry, having been around for 38

years. We are known to provide quality

products and the best service. Our assets

are our people, and we believe in constantly

training and upgrading our skills, always

learning to adapt to changing times and

technology.” �

Gaylin International
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P
roviding provisions and catering

services to ships is no easy feat, as

suppliers must ensure tight time

constraints are adhered to without

compromising on quality or customer

service – but ISSA members are leading

the way in providing provisions services

with aplomb.

As Alex Taylor, Managing Director at

UK-headquartered ship supply specialist

Hutton’s, confirmed, the pressures of the

modern maritime industry ensure suppliers

of provisions are certainly kept on their

toes: “Providing provisions and catering

services to ships can be difficult as,

obviously, you’ve got the geographical

issues and the time frame issues. In this

busy world, ships have shorter port calls

and short notice, last minute port calls,

meaning we have a significantly shorter

time frame to prepare the orders.”

Considering the competitive market

which suppliers must face, Mr Taylor said

it’s important to reach a scale where the

right products can be bought “at the right

price”. “It’s all about being able to provide

a quality product to your customer at a

good price and of course, we’re

competing not just on a national scale but

on an international scale – customers can

buy from competitors not just in the UK

but elsewhere,” Mr Taylor said. 

Hutton’s offers a full range of

provisions, including frozen meats and

vegetables, fresh fruit and vegetables,

dairy products and tinned/long life goods.

The company’s full export and import

service also offers bonded and duty

suspended goods, alcoholic beverages,

tobacco and specialist food products – for

example, the company specialises in the

sale of Norwegian foods. A focus on

specialist goods can pay dividends for

food suppliers, as Mr Taylor confirmed:

“We’re strong in a number of different

areas, including the offshore market and

through our experience of working in the

North Sea from our depot in Aberdeen,

there is a big Norwegian influence – we’ve

got a wide variety of Norwegian products

available, including Norwegian branded

coffee, specific sausages, sauces,

dressings and soup mixes. These are all

kept in stock to keep our Norwegian

customers happy.”

Considering the demand for such

specific products, does Mr Taylor believe

shipping companies are becoming more

aware of what products their employees

want and are they happy to provide these

products, even if at a higher cost? “I think

things are changing and there are two

types of shipping company out there.

There are those who appreciate their crew

and the fact that there is a crew shortage.

It can be difficult to get good crew and so,

these companies understand the need to

look after their seafarers and provide them

with a good lifestyle onboard. 

“This means providing them with good

food and items they actually want to eat.

Then there are other companies who work

very much on a price policy and want to

keep things as cheap as possible. Of

course, this can be done, but it does

normally result in the crew not necessarily

being happy with the standards onboard.

This issue is so important for crew

retention, especially at the moment, when

trying to convince people to go to sea and

trying to retain those who are at sea is

rather difficult. Unless you make it a nice

environment for them, you’re just not

going to be able to retain the personnel.”

But as Mr Taylor explained, offering a

broad range of products is important, but

more vital is the need for great customer

service: “You have to look after your

customer base. The number one issue for

us within provisions is securing our

existing customer base. Before we go

forward to look for more business, we

ensure our existing customer base is

looked after and has the right level of

customer service, including before and

after customer care. Of course, it’s vital

that when they place an order, they receive

the order that they wanted in the first place

and that it’s of the correct quality, and so,

fulfils the requirements of the customer.”

Through the acquisition of Lars

Knutsen & Clode, Mr Taylor has also

established LKC Global – a company

providing catering and logistics services

globally. As he noted, this new company

is mainly dedicated to providing catering

functions onboard but also offers spares,

logistics and stores handling. “It’s a

“Even if you are experiencing
price pressures, do not lower your
quality, otherwise you’ll spoil your
reputation and it’s very difficult to
turn that back” 
Wolfgang Sump, Managing
Director, Richard Sump Global
Food Supplies
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fantastic market for us at the

moment. The companies

we’re working with are

operating in parts of the

world which are not as

developed and do not yet

have a full infrastructure

so we are visiting these

areas to develop a

reliable supply chain

which we can utilise,

in order to supply

vessels on a global

basis. All our

existing

customers are in

the offshore gas

and oil market

and these companies are

operating in Northern Europe, Egypt,

West Africa – all of the new and up and

coming offshore gas and oil regions.”

But in the offshore sector, are

customers aware of the catering needs of

their employees, and are they as

sympathetic to their staff as some of Mr

Taylor’s shipping customers? “Our

customers are a very high calibre of

employers for shipboard staff. By giving

the task of catering responsibilities to LKC

Global instead of providing this in-house,

they want more than just someone who is

purchasing provisions and providing these

onboard – it’s about taking it up to the next

level of products and services,” he said.

LKC Global manages the budget on

behalf of the ship owner, ensuring the

owner avoids the usual hassles involved in

procurement or budget control. LKC

Global also looks after the supply chain,

including vetting, to ensure standards are

up to a high level. “The company goes

onboard vessels to conduct hygiene and

product inspections, so they provide the

services of a catering superintendent –

they make sure the vessel has a safe and

clean environment in the galleys and in the

mess rooms. They also work with the ship

owner to provide menu suggestions and

to increase healthy living onboard, which

is becoming more of an issue for owners,”

Mr Taylor said. 

Those working in the duty free sector

are also acutely aware of the need to

ensure customers are happy with the

service provided. Gavin Govinden, Duty

Free Area Manager – Africa for Retail

Export Trading – a company based in

Johannesburg International Airport,

agreed that

customer service is of the

utmost importance for companies is

offering duty free products in this

competitive market. 

According to Mr Govinden, great

customer service is an important tool

when competing with other companies for

customer loyalty: “In our particular case,

Retail Export Trading has built up strong

customer loyalty, through securing the

supply of goods to ship chandlers,

diplomatic shops, airport and downtown

duty free retailers in South Africa and

Africa. This year we will be able to

consolidate our business relationships,

particularly in these recessionary times,

with presence and assistance at all levels.”

Describing the benefits of being based

in South Africa, Mr Govinden said that with

Asia, Middle East and Africa being

emerging markets, South Africa is an ideal

platform to move into Africa. As he

explained, with expertise in both retail and

supply, his team is able to assist potential

customers to make the most of all given

opportunities in the duty free sector.

Mr Govinden’s company is an agent

for Diageo, a premium drinks company,

through which Retail Export Trading

supplies products such as Scottish whisky

brand Johnnie Walker. But with the reality

of restrictions over alcohol and cigarettes

onboard, has Mr Govinden seen a drop in

sales of such products, or is the

passenger vessel market helping to boost

this side of his business? “Yes, based on

feedback from our ship chandlers, we

have seen a

drop in sales of tobacco

and alcohol from seafarers, due to

security and health regulations,” he said,

adding that this is also occurring in the

passenger vessel market, where

inadequate order quantity forecasts are a

reality. 

Describing the most important issues

facing the duty free sector in the present

climate, Mr Govinden said: “Our Issues

and challenges will always be growing

competition in the market with better

prices, unfair parallel importation, customs

transparency and compliance, financial

stability, customer services and

innovation.”   

Julian Munsamy, Director at SAI Duty

Free – a company based in the Port of

Durban, South Africa, which provides a

wide range of products, including beers,

wines, tobacco, spirits and duty free,

agreed that customer service is key to

success and said his company prides itself

on attention to detail and good customer

relations: “Having an excellent

infrastructure helps with immediate

turnaround times relating to deliveries. We

always have a fully stocked bonded

warehouse available, containing the more

popular and value for money products that

are requested most frequently.”

However, as Mr Munsamy confirmed,

customers will often choose low pricing as
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the most

vital factor in any

transaction: “In these

recessionary times, it’s all about pricing

– suppliers with the lowest pricing get the

business but then comes service and

delivery and gratitude from customers –

loyalty is a thing of the past in these hard

times. In South Africa not only are we

competing against local competitors but

also against global competitors because

all vessels come via other international

ports before they arrive in South Africa.

Most international ports are really very

competitive with their pricing and so it 

has become a difficult business to be 

involved in.”

Commenting on

reductions in demand for

alcohol and tobacco

products onboard, Mr

Munsamy added:  “There

is a decrease in sales

but the cargo vessels

generally still do buy a fair

amount of duty free goods. Some

seafarers use these goods for their own

consumption or a few buy extra to deliver

to their sister vessels who are anchored in

remote areas, while a few purchase to

trade in other countries’ ports. While

passenger vessels are really seasonal in

South Africa, they generally come fully

stocked from previous destinations but do

support local suppliers because it’s mostly

local South Africans who frequent these

vessels for cruises and they are more

supportive to South African products,

rather than international brands.” 

But from Mr Munsamy’s perspective,

what are the most important issues or

challenges facing the duty free sector at

this time? “A huge challenge is the bigger

tobacco companies giving exclusivity to a

single agent per country to distribute its

duty free products, as this is a most

unhealthy practice in business. When

these exclusive agents default and it’s too

late, only then will these companies start

weighing up their options. It is amazing

how you can bring life and grow a brand

for companies and suddenly be side lined

because of internal politics or technicality

issues. There is the challenge of no loyalty

from suppliers to customers. There is a

large amount of global competition in duty

free. It does not matter if it’s a cargo
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“Providing provisions and catering
services to ships can be difficult.
In this busy world, ships have
shorter port calls, meaning we
have a significantly shorter time
frame to prepare the orders”
Alex Taylor, Managing Director,
Hutton’s



vessel, cruise ship or airline, as these all go

via other countries to get to their final

destination. The pricing of goods is never

the same or in line at an average standard

pricing, both premium and average

products are sold at different prices and the

global recession is making people become

more conservative with their money when

purchasing.”

Describing his hopes for 2012, for the

duty free and ship supply sectors, Mr

Munsamy noted the importance of hard

work and staying positive in tough times:

“We have all got to be positive, work extra

hard and hope and pray for better days.

Costing and mark-up of pricing in all sectors

of business have to become more

affordable in order for every sector to

survive. In shipping, all businesses are inter-

linked in some way or other, so we all have

to band together to save one another. Port

operations have got to be pro-active in

ensuring and minimising delays with vessels

coming into discharge and load, as delays

generally make owners unhappy

customers. All ports need to be

accountable for their actions.”

When ship suppliers feel the burden of

a price conscious industry, it’s inevitable that

such pressures will have a knock on effect

for those responsible for supplying food and

beverage products to ship chandlers but

according to Wolfgang Sump, Managing

Director, Richard Sump Global Food

Supplies, which is headquartered in

Hamburg, Germany, it is vital not to lose

sense of your company standards in the

face of such pressures: “To a certain extent

we have seen the effect of the financial

pressures seen by shipping companies and

suppliers. This leads to a constant pressure

on prices. 

“What I tell my sales people is not to run

into unnecessary risk at this time. Even if

you have severe competition, you should

not run financial risks. You have to know

your customers and know their financial

abilities, which can be by credit assurance

or bank guarantees – that is very important.

Of course, even if you are experiencing price

pressures, do not lower your quality,

otherwise you’ll spoil your reputation and it’s

very difficult to turn that back. Risk analysis

and quality consciousness are the most

important issues at the moment.”

As Mr Sump explained, this is especially

true when working with the cruise industry,

where a top priority is good food and drink.

“If you don’t meet your expectations you will

not repeat business,” Mr Sump warned.

Richard Sump was set up in 1925 and

specialises in the supply of food products to

vessels and marine caterers. The company

specialises in products such as poultry, fish,

ice cream, milk and dairy products, beers

and wines, juices and soft drinks and is part

of a group which consists of Richard Sump

International Food Supply and Jürgen

Stammer International Meat Supply.  

“Our main business is selling to ship

suppliers and marine caterers. Sometimes

we supply directly to cruise vessels on

behalf of marine caterers. We are family-

owned which means we try to be hands on

and do the best for our customers as

otherwise we will not survive. It definitely

helps that we are a family-run company. In

a larger company, you usually have more

short term influences, while we, as a family-

owned company, think long-term. For us,

the most important thing is to bring the

company into the next decade and to

survive in the long term,” Mr Sump said.

But does Mr Sump believe that within

food supply, the cruise market is serving to

‘prop up’ the ship supply and wholesale

sectors? “I would fully agree to that.

Compare the big container vessels where

you have maybe 18-20 crew members with

cruise companies with about 3,500

passengers – you need a lot of merchant

vessels to compensate for only one cruise

vessel!” 

However, when faced with such difficult

times, does Mr Sump expect that many

food suppliers will attempt to focus

exclusively on the cruise sector? “I don’t

think so because there are not many

companies in Europe who can do the

volumes. You need a lot of storage volume

– if you have a large storage for a cruise

vessel, this could easily require 15-20

trucks, just for one storing. There are only a

small number of companies in Europe who

are able to do that. I think now, the small

and medium sized companies will focus on

cargo vessels and merchant fleet and only

around 10 companies in Europe will be able

to handle the cruise line industry to a large

extent.”

Describing the importance of customer

service in ensuring a prosperous future, Mr

Sump said this is especially vital because

prices are rather ‘transparent’ nowadays,

and individual customers are fully aware of

price levels for any particular product. “The

price has to be right so if you want to be

successful, you have to tell people the

difference between a good ship supplier

and a supermarket supplier. The

supermarket will still be there tomorrow if

you don’t supply in time, while a vessel may

not be there, so the only solution is to

supply at the agreed time, at the agreed

price, at the agreed quality and to have the

financial capacity to survive the relatively

long payment terms of the shipping

industry. If you’re not 100% reliable, you will

not survive, that’s for sure.” �
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A
s any good ship supplier knows,

it’s a competitive time to enter

the maritime marketplace but

Italian ice cream company Fabbri,

established 1905, is determined to see

its products enter the cruise liner

market. Renato Cimmino, Export Area

Manager, said: “It’s something we’d like

to do as it’s a sector where a number of

our products can be used, in the bars

on cruise ships but even in commercial

shipping, so we’re working to break into

the sector.” 

The company not only makes ice

cream but also manufactures other

sweet products, including Amarena

Fabbri – a world famous cherry product

which has a wide range of uses,

particularly in cocktails or as a topping

for baking or ice cream. “We have all

the right sweet materials to be used in

kitchens onboard cruise liners,” Mr

Cimmino said. In 2011, the company

also successfully won the Guinness

World Record for the world’s largest ice

cream cone, which, at 2.82 metres tall,

took 30 hours to make and consisted

of 160lbs of chocolate and 2,000

wafers! 

Sweet ambition
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B
udget control for food and

beverage is a priority for ship

owners in a turbulent market

where operational efficiency is crucial to

success. Maintaining a competitive

advantage is a growing challenge and

central to this is the performance and

welfare of the crew. Ensuring that

seafarers receive a low cost, high quality

and nutritionally balanced diet is coming

under even closer scrutiny now that 22

countries have ratified the Maritime

Labour Convention 2006 (MLC2006). 

Achieving nutritional transparency and

meeting these standards will fast become

a priority as lack of compliance with this

particular convention can lead to detained

vessels and significant fines for operators.

MLC 2006 replaces 40 existing

conventions and 29 regulations to

safeguard seafarers’ working conditions

and aims to guarantee them safe and

secure living standards onboard. While

the regulation will benefit ship owners by

giving them a clear set of standards to

refer to and comply with for the first time,

this will bring additional complexities for

ship supply and in turn, opportunities for

outsourced ship supply providers. 

Including specific new demands for

vessel catering quality levels, MLC2006’s

clause 3.2 on ‘Food and catering’ states

that: “Each member shall ensure that they

[…] carry onboard and serve food and

drinking water of appropriate quality,

nutritional value and quantity […]”. For a

diet to be considered healthy, food must

fall within a nutritionally balanced range in

accordance with Guideline Daily Amounts

(GDAs), which stipulate that suitable

meals would provide between 10% and

15% of your daily amount of protein, more

than 55% carbohydrates and less than

30% fat.

Preparing meals that adhere to these

guidelines can be a challenge and not all

cooks at sea share the same educational

background, so to consolidate this

knowledge ship suppliers can play a key

role in supporting their customers with the

introduction of electronic cookbooks that

provide all of the necessary data on

nutritional guidelines and offer recipes that

all fit within this framework.

Intelligent ERP systems really come

into their own to streamline the process

from suppliers through to the kitchen,

enabling more effective cost control,

menu planning and a more efficient order

process. An example of this is the new
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You are what you eat
Robert Steen Kledal, Managing Director, Wrist Ship Supply, on

optimising food economy, nutritional standards and seafarer welfare.



Xena software developed by Wrist Ship

Supply – a menu-planning tool and

electronic cookbook that gives ship

owners inventory control, reducing waste

and enabling transparency to ensure that

they stay within nutritional guidelines.

Recipes in this programme correspond

with GDAs, provide cost per meal

information and reconcile this against

existing food stock.

Managing these new catering

complexities through an intelligent

software system will therefore deliver

genuine value to ship owners and

operators, enabling them to concentrate

on core operations, reducing the risk of

fines, providing a healthy diet for the crew,

and providing a procurement resource

that can be updated in future as further

regulations come online.

For ship suppliers, equipping

customers with the right tools and

information will ensure that a nutritionally

balanced, regulation-compliant and cost-

efficient diet for seafarers is an achievable

goal, and an investment in the

performance of their fleet. �
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T
he clock is ticking on the count-

down to ISSA’s 57th Convention 

& Trade Exhibition to be held 

in Cádiz.

We hope you have already reserved

the dates in your diary: Friday 25th and

Saturday 26th May.

We also hope you might have

considered extending your stay at the

Hotel Melia Sancti Petri in Cádiz to enjoy

sunny days on the beach with your family

and starry nights soaking up the

wonderful atmosphere of this beautiful

area of Andalucia.

This year’s theme is ‘ISSA – leaner

and greener’. By this we hope to show

you innovative ways in which your

company can benefit from trimming costs

and keeping a sharp eye on waste in your

operations that could damage the bottom

line.

Speakers have been lined up that

include local Spanish experts in business,

customs, port operations and shipping as

well as international colleagues with tips

on extending your quality operations and

ensuring you get paid!

Convention is once again under the

superb direction of our own Master of

Ceremonies, Rocky Rocksborough-

Smith (ISSA Senior Executive Vice

President), and the Convention

programme gets underway at 9am on

Friday May 25th with the Grand Opening

Ceremony. First on the podium is our

President, Mr Jens Olsen, who will

welcome delegates before handing the

microphone over to Mr Rafael Fernandez

(AESMAR President) who will offer his

own welcome to those attending

Convention. After our Keynote speaker

and a well-deserved coffee break, it is all



off to the beach area for our unique

Spanish horse show.

A buffet lunch then ensues followed

by the main plenary session. Buses will

then depart at 5.30pm for Cádiz and the

Mayor’s reception in the Town Hall.

Delegates and accompanying persons will

also be able to savour the delights of the

Santa Catalina Castle together with a

theatrical performance and cocktails.

Seeing Cádiz by night is a wonderful

experience and one not to be missed

before we all step back on the buses to

be driven back to the hotel. 

Convention then kicks off again on the

Saturday morning with the much awaited

networking opportunities in the Trade

Exhibition area before plenary starts at

9.30am. Healthy debate will continue until

lunch at 1.30pm with workshops and

speeches filling up the afternoon

sessions. Delegates will then have time to

prepare themselves for the traditional Gala

Dinner, Flag Ceremony, playing of the

ISSA Hymn and a Flamenco Show.

Partners accompanying you to Cádiz

will find they are very well cared for as

usual with visits to a beautiful national

park and the world famous Gonzalez

Byass sherry cellars for an enthralling

tour and all-important tasting!

Our hosts – the Spanish Ship

Suppliers Association (AESMAR) and

their Chairman Rafael Fernandez – are

pulling out all the stops to ensure your

comfort and enjoyment in one of Spain’s

most beautiful locations.

The location and historical

significance of Cádiz is apparent in the

picturesque appearance of the narrow

cobbled streets opening into small smart

squares. The overall appearance is
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Moorish and, as the grandest of its days

are over, the slightly shabby appearance of

some of the buildings just adds to the

charm and ancient feel.

The city can be walked around by its

walled headlands in about an hour with

great views across the sea to the Spanish

and Portuguese coasts and the whole city

and its parks can be experienced on that

walk.

The most striking building and not to

be missed is the Cathedral Nueva, an 18th

century Baroque building capped by a

dome of golden tiles. The circular

basement has an echo to be experienced,

and the crypt contains the resting place of

Manuel de Falla, an Andalusian composer.

The cathedral gets far fewer visitors than

other big places of worship in Spain which

means you can experience the great

building as it is supposed to be

experienced, in silence.

Plaza San Antonio is a beautiful square,

surrounded by a number of mansions built

in neo-classical architecture once occupied

by the Cádiz upper classes. San

Antonio church, originally built in

1669, is also situated in the plaza.

The plaza was built in the 18th

century, and on 19 March 1812 the

Spanish Constitution of 1812 was

proclaimed here, leading to the

plaza to be named Plaza de la

Constitución, and then later Plaza San

Antonio, after the hermit San Antonio.

Cádiz is also home to an almost

intact Roman theatre discovered in 1980.

It was constructed by order of Lucius

Cornelius Balbus (minor) during the 1st

century BC and is the second largest in

the world after that in Pompeii. Two of

the ancient gates into the medieval city

remain and can be visited. El Arco de los

Blancos built around 1300 was the

principal gate to the medieval town. El

Arco de la Rosa (“Rose Arch”) is a gate

carved into the medieval walls next to the

cathedral. It is named after Captain

Gaspar de la Rosa, who lived in the city

during the 18th century. The gate was

renovated in 1973.

In addition to the usual packed

plenary and networking opportunities

with exhibitors and sponsors, we are all

to be welcomed personally by the Mayor

of Cádiz at a special reception held in

ISSA’s honour.

Registration remains as simple as

ever. Just log on to the dedicated

section of the ISSA 

web site at

www.shipsupply.org/conventions/default

.aspx and follow the simple on-line guide

to register as a delegate and book your

accommodation.

There are still some exhibition stands

and sponsorship opportunities available

so be sure to visit those sections of the

website for full details.

If you have any difficulty at all in

registering simply e-mail the ISSA Office

in London secretariat@shipsupply.org for

instant assistance.

Hasta la vista! �

This year’s Accompanying Persons

Programme is a real hum-dinger!

Not only will partners be pampered at

the luxury spa co-located with the Hotel

Melia Sancti Petri, but the full day Saturday

tour includes a visit to the world-famous

Gonzalez Byass sherry cellars as well.

On day one,  accompanying persons

will be welcomed to the Grand Opening

Ceremony with their partners followed by

the Spanish horses display on the beach.

This spectacular show will take up the rest

of the morning.

After lunch and during plenary,

accompanying persons will be invited to

visit the Hotel Melia Sancti Petri Spa for

that promised pampering session.

Thereafter you will be welcomed aboard

the air-conditioned luxury coaches to be

taken with your partners to Cádiz Town

Hall for the Mayor’s Reception followed by

the optional Theatrical Buffet.

After breakfast on the second day,

your luxury air-conditioned transport will

take you first to the world famous

Gonzalez Byass sherry cellars in Cádiz

for an extensive guided tour and sherry

tasting experience. After lunch you will

move on to view the beauty of the

Doñana Natural Park, returning to the

hotel in time to prepare for the evening’s

Gala Dinner.

Accompanying Persons Programme
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When it comes to the ISSA Convention

and the ever-popular Trade Exhibition, then

innovation is our watch word. Such is the

case with the 57th ISSA Convention we

are staging at the Hotel Melia Sancti Petri in

Cádiz, Spain, on 25th and 26th May 2012.

Once again we expect delegates

from over 40 countries to be in Southern

Spain for Convention but it is clear we

need to create innovative solutions to

ensure your sales message reaches

them. There are two main reasons for this

creative thought process and early

notification to you of what we have in

mind:

•  The hotel’s Trade Exhibition facilities 

lend themselves to a much smaller but

more focused event than usual

• Delegates will be spending more time 

outside the hotel than usual which 

means there is a need to deliver your 

sales and business messages directly 

to them via, for example, high profile 

sponsorship opportunities instead of 

the traditional exhibition stand

Having said that, we have earmarked

facilities for a limited number of stands

adjacent to the Plenary Hall. In addition

to this small Trade Exhibition area we

would now like to draw your attention to

the significant sponsorship opportunities

we have developed specifically for 

ISSA 57. 

So our message to you is that our

premier ISSA annual event is once again

upon us and we now need your highly

valued support once again.

Whether you would like to book one

of the stands or take advantage of one of

our many sponsorship opportunities we

feel sure we can count once again on

your commitment to ISSA to get your vital

sales message across to our eager

members.

It could not be simpler to join us in

Cádiz for ISSA 57 and stake your 

claim. Just send an e-mail to

secretariat@shipsupply.org and tell us

your requirements. It will be our pleasure

once again to have you with us.

Jens Olsen

ISSA President

Dear ISSA Friends & Supporters:
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It is my pleasure to welcome you to

the 57th ISSA Convention and Trade

Exhibition that will be held in Cádiz in

May 25th and 26th, in Melia Sancti Petri

Hotel, a fully-equipped luxury hotel in a

unique location for tourism and

business, within a relaxing atmosphere.

Cádiz, surrounded by the sea, is a

small town located in the South of Spain

on the Atlantic side. A beautiful and

warm city, where in 2012 we are

celebrating the Bicentenary of the first

Spanish Constitution, signed in Cádiz in

1812.

In addition to the luxurious setting,

next year’s convention brings together

some of the most informative speakers

in all areas of our business with top-

notch speeches. Our perfect weather

and temperature in the early summer

time will allow us to enjoy spectacular

entertainment and authentic Spanish

cuisine; this year may be the most

exciting annual Convention to date!

As chairman of the Spanish

Shipsuppliers Association, I am working

with our fellows and my team closely to

entice as many delegates,

accompanying persons and attendees

as possible. Don’t miss this opportunity

to be a part of the 57th ISSA

Convention and Trade Exhibition in

Cádiz.

Rafael Fernandez

ISSA Executive Vice-President

Chairman – Spanish Shipsuppliers

Association (AESMAR)

Hola Amigos,
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A
general ship supplier specialising in

fresh provisions; chemicals and

gases; deck and engine stores;

charts and nautical publications; fire, rescue

and safety equipment and services –

Brazilian company DSF Services And Ship

Suppliers is a family business providing

products to cruise, cargo and offshore

support vessels (OSVs).

The family business has two offices,

located in the ports of Rio de Janiero and

Santos, São Paulo, and although its core

business is the supply of provisions to cruise

and cargo vessels, DSF Services and Ship

Suppliers also specialises in the importing

of technical stores and equipment. As Fabio

Rodrigues, Commercial Director, confirmed,

his company is able to supply to “anything

that is on the water – from cruise ships to

fishing vessels”. 

DSF Services and Ship Suppliers is

owned by Mr Rodrigues’ father, Paulo

Rodrigues Filho (a former President of the

Brazilian Ship Suppliers Association and

current Vice President). Mr Rodrigues Filho

gained a wealth of knowledge and

experience from working in the ship supply

industry and decided to found his company

in 1986. 

Fabio Rodrigues said that although

much of the shipping world has been

suffering during the recession, Brazilian

suppliers are thriving due to increasing levels

of vessel traffic, since the discovery of new

oil reserves off the Brazilian coast. 

“We have a Rio de Janeiro branch

which supplies to the offshore industry and

we believe Brazil is in a good moment and

so, we are investing a great deal into our

business to be able to support all the extra

vessels we are expecting over the next few

years and to provide a great service to

customers coming to Brazil from all over the

world.”

“We are in a very good moment now

because over the last three years, the

Petrobras oil company has discovered new

oil reserves which are very large – this is

keeping us very busy lately, particularly as

there are many OSVs involved in this oil

exploration. Off the coast, more than 350

ships are supporting these operations,

meaning there are many new customers

requiring products and provisions. It’s a very

good moment here for Brazil, not only for

the ship supply industry but for everything

else,” Mr Rodrigues said, adding that

predictions show that the country will retain

its economic strength, based on its

petroleum industry, for at least the next 10

years.

“The Brazilian Government is doing a

good job in promoting Brazil and the

business for cruise ships is also increasing

year after year in Brazil. The buying power of

the Brazilian people is increasing too and it

is becoming more accessible for more local

people to travel on cruise ships. Every year,

more ships are coming to Brazil,” he said.

However, Mr Rodrigues noted that more

cruise traffic may not necessarily mean

more business for Brazilian ship suppliers as

cruise companies are becoming more

aware of ways to maximise their own profits

and will often go “direct to the source” by

purchasing goods such as fruit directly from

wholesalers, cutting out ship suppliers. 

“They have agreements with

warehouses, which will ship goods directly

to the vessel,” he said, adding that his

company is making investments, including a

new warehouse, in response to direct selling

between wholesalers and vessels. “Thank

goodness, we are still competitive for many

products – as cruise companies do not

have the same contacts as us for many

products, we offer more competitive prices

for the purchase of many other products,”

he said, adding that his company will

continue to work to overcome this issue.

Although Mr Rodrigues noted that the

ship supply industry includes many family

businesses, he said there are benefits from

working with his relatives, including the

passing down of knowledge from one

generation to another. He added that the

company is looking to expand in the next

10 years, as ship traffic continues to

increase and he said that by enhancing the

training of company employees, his

company will be ready for fresh

opportunities over the next decade. �

a perfect moment
Brazil:

From left to right: Fabio Rodrigues with his father, company founder Paulo Rodrigues Filho and

his brother, Paulo Rodrigues Neto, Manager, Chemicals and Gases
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A
bigger and even

better Posidonia is

what organisers are

aiming for when the biennial

event, one of the industry’s

largest gatherings, is held in

Athens in June.

In response to the

event’s success and

growing demand for more

floor space, the 23rd

staging of the show will see

it move from its previous

base at the Hellenikon

Exhibition Centre to

Metropolitan Expo Centre, Greece’s

largest exhibition space.

Situated next to the Eleftherios

Veniselos Athens International Airport, the

venue is nearly 50% bigger than the

previous one and organisers believe it will

further improve the global image of

Posidonia and increase the number of

exhibitors, which stood at a record 1,860

in 2010. 

“Old and new exhibitors will find a

greater level of promotional and

networking opportunities and more

innovative and creative ways to interact

with their existing and potential clients,”

said Theodore Vokos, Project Manager,

Posidonia Exhibitions.

“The new venue gives us the

opportunity to design a unique

experience for exhibitors and visitors

at a time when Posidonia is entering

a new era of growth in tandem with

the global economic recovery.”

Posidonia 2012 sets sail on

1st June with the Posidonia Cup

sailing regatta and this is followed

by the Posidonia Shipsoccer

Tournament which follows two

days later with the main exhibition

taking place from 4th to 8th June.

The event is sponsored by the

Greek Ministry of Maritime Affairs,

Islands and Fisheries, the

Municipality of Piraeus, the

Hellenic Chamber of Shipping,

the Union of Greek Shipowners,

the Greek Shipping Co-

operation Committee, the

Hellenic Shortsea Shipowners’
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Association, the Association of Greek

Passenger Shipping Companies and the

Union of Marine Enterprises.

As usual, across the week, there will

be a number of interesting planned events

and seminars and this year’s schedule

includes The 2012 Shipbuilding

Conference: Building for the Future. 

It follows the success of the first

shipbuilding conference last year and the

main theme of the day-long conference

will be ‘Meeting the challenges of efficient

and eco-friendly ship design, construction

and operation’. The programme will also

include presentations by representatives of

charterers – both wet and dry – oil majors

and national refineries, who will explain

how, according to their view, new

technology could improve efficiency and

enhance profitability.

Tradewinds/NHST Events will host the

TradeWinds Shipowners Forum as the

opening keynote of Posidonia 2012 on 5th

June.

Other events on the itinerary include a

conference on Maritime Anti-Piracy

Solutions and Technology, HELMEPA

Conference on State of the Art in

Environmental Ship Design and Operation

and seminars on Environmental Issues

and Compliance in the United States, The

Advantages of a Quality Flag and

Electronic Chart Display and Information

Systems (ECDIS).

Project Manager Mr Vokos said: “An

important feature of this year’s Posidonia is

the newly launched conference and

seminar programme, which will provide

insight into the future of the maritime

industry. We are happy to announce that

TradeWinds/NHST Events will be

organising the first conference of

Posidonia week, which will tackle the

important issues currently affecting the

industry and we are certain that the

Shipowners’ Forum will be a must-attend

event for everyone in the shipping

industry.”

Commenting on the arrangements,

NHST Events Managing Director, Jon

Chaplin, said: “We are delighted to be

working so closely with Posidonia this

year. The TradeWinds Shipowners Forum

will set the intellectual agenda for the entire

Posidonia Preview          55
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week and attendees can expect a

stimulating and inspiring start to

Posidonia.”

Captain Paul Hailwood, Master

Mariner, will be running a workshop on

behalf of Admiralty – UK Hydrographic

Office, entitled ‘Are you ready for the new

ECDIS regulations? An Admiral Digital

Integral Workshop’.

The workshop has been designed in

conjunction with Capt Hailwood, who has

significant experience in the Merchant

Navy and maritime industry and is a

renowned expert on ECDIS and integrated

bridge operations.

With revised SOLAS regulations

requiring the carriage of ECDIS on most

large ships on a rolling timetable from July

this year it is hoped the workshop will

answer all the key points and questions

people may have.

Capt Hailwood explained: “The

workshop shows that the transition to

ECDIS is a voyage, not just a list of dos

and don’ts. I will be asking the questions

that superintendents and seafarers are

asking and explaining where the answers

lie. By the end of the workshop, delegates

should be fully informed of what they need

to do and how to do it.”

Independent writer, author and

commentator on the world economy,

Graeme Maxton, will also be speaking at

The Economist Event, The Global

Economy 2012-2015: Risks and

opportunities for shipping and

transportation.

The event’s aims are to provide clear

answers to the shipping industry as to

trends in the global economy, to discuss

all possible scenarios about the future of

the Eurozone, to offer advice to business

and finance on future strategy and to

discuss options and challenges for the

transportation industry as a whole.

Mr Maxton, who lives in both

Singapore and Austria, is a freelance

contributor to The Economist and has

presented to many private banks,

investment banks, consulting firms and

organisations including BNP-Paribas,

Citigroup and KPMG.

Posidonia Managing Director Nana

Michael and her team decided to change

the venue for this year’s event in 2010

when India, China and many European

countries submitted early booking

applications for more space to

accommodate the need for bigger

pavilions and stands.

The new venue of the Metropolitan

Expo Centre means the exhibition will be

spread across four halls, connected

through a central wide corridor. 

“We have swiftly responded to offer

exhibitors what they want which is a

combination of more space, state-of-the-

art facilities and excellent location

supporting all modes of transport,” she

said.

“Posidonia’s 23rd edition will be held

at a venue which provides excellent

facilities, empowering exhibitors to better

meet their demand for more floor space

and more creative and innovative

structures.”

The venue boasts wall-to-wall Wi-Fi

connectivity, a high capacity conference

hall and a variety of seminar and meeting

rooms, business centre and dedicated

press centre. There are also two

restaurants, seven coffee shops and even

a mini market and ATM facilities.

Metropolitan Expo also boasts over

100,000sq m of parking space and is

easily accessed by metro, bus, taxi or car

and by air, thanks to its proximity to the

airport.

Opening Posidonia’s proceedings on

Friday 1st June will be the Posidonia Cup

Yacht Race which takes place in Fallron

Bay and sees sailors compete for the 6th

Posidonia Cup in four categories –
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Performance, Standard, IRC and Classic

Yachts. Sponsored by Lloyd’s Register, it

is expected to attract more than 50

yachts.

For the first time in its history, the

race is also joining forces with the well-

established International Sailing Race of

Andros Island, giving contestants the

chance to take part in both races. The

6th Posidonia Cup will constitute the first

part of the International Andros Sailing

Race.

All members of the international

shipping community have been invited to

enter with their own yacht, or one

provided by the co-organisers of the

race, the Hellenic Offshore Racing Club.

The race will finish with an awards

ceremony on the Friday evening.

On the evening of Sunday 3rd, the

Posidonia Shipsoccer Tournament takes

place at the Karaiskaki Stadium, home to

Olympiakos FC, organised in association

with the Filathlitiki Naftiliaki Enosi (FNE),

the organiser of the Greek Shipsoccer

Championship, where all major Greek

shipping companies take part.

The event will see 28 five-a-side

teams competing, representing major

shipping companies from around the

world, and culminates later in the

evening with an awards reception.

Captain Kuba Szymanski, Secretary

General of InterManager, the international

trade association for the ship

management industry, said: “Posidonia is

a unique shipping industry event which

provides a superb opportunity to meet

with members of the maritime

community from throughout the world. 

“We are holding our next quarterly

Executive Committee meeting here to

enable our members to take full

advantage of Posidonia 2012. We also

have a trade stand at this year’s event

where we look forward to meeting

members of the shipmanagement

community who may be interested in

learning of the benefits of InterManager

membership.” 

Mike Bailey, General Manager of

Thomas Gunn Navigation Services,

which will be exhibiting at the show for

the sixth time, said: “Posidonia is a

predominant European exhibition where,

as a solution and service provider, you do

get to meet with decision makers and

have the time and ability to demonstrate

solutions. It’s in a good location, within a

community that is traditional in its heart

but is developing with technology and

the solutions available.”

He said TGNS would use the show

to enhance existing customer dialogue

and build on new possibilities by show-

casing cutting edge solutions including

its Voyager4 navigational data

management system. 

The Ship Supplier is one of the main
media publishers at the show, so don’t
forget to visit our stand and pick up
your copy of the latest issue. �
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W
ilhelmsen Ships Service (WSS)

has strengthened its

commitment to the development

of its market-leading Unitor portfolio of

maintenance and repair, equipment and

products with the appointment of a new

Business Director for Marine Products.

Danny Ingemann takes up the role

within WSS’ already thriving marine

products business with a remit that includes

an extensive review of the current product

portfolio and an in-depth product analysis in

addition to a programme of new product

development, in order to secure an

extended marine products offering.

Mr Ingemann said: “Over the next few

months, we will be working across marine

products to look at business challenges and

ways in which we can offer cost-effective,

integrated solutions.”

“The marine industry has always been

seen as a conservative business, but in

spite of this, it is moving at an increasingly

fast pace as technological development,

market requests and environmental

regulations change.”

He continued: “It is essential that in

order to keep up with this new industry

environment, we at Wilhelmsen Ships

Service are able to create marine product

solutions for customers in close

consultation with them.” 

Mr Ingemann has a wealth of industry

experience having worked initially as an

engine fitter, before completing a degree in

Marine Engineering following which he

entered the offshore and marine markets in

a technical capacity, before moving into

sales and product management.  Prior to

his appointment at WSS, Mr Ingemann

worked as Business Manager at Alfa Laval.

Mr Ingemann said: “The global reach of

the shipping industry is a huge driver for me.

In spite of its size, the marine world can

sometimes seem quite small, with many

ship owners, shipyards and suppliers

knowing each other by name. We 

are such a diverse industry, yet 

so collective.” �

People Places
New marine products director
for Wilhelmsen Ships Service

Edwin Ruberg from Dutch technical

wholesale firm Alligator, pictured

celebrating his 10 year anniversary as

Managing Director of the company

10 Years at the helm
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T
ITAN Salvage, a global wreck

removal and marine salvage

company based in Pompano

Beach, Florida, has confirmed Mark

Hoddinott, its Global Director of

Marketing and Strategy, has accepted

the position of General Manager for the

International Salvage Union (ISU). In this

new role, which combines the

responsibilities of Secretary General and

General Manager, Mr Hoddinott will be

responsible to the president of the ISU

and its executive committee and will

work on the day-to-day running of

the Union.  

Mr Hoddinott will begin his new role

during April 2012 and will work closely

with Secretary General Mike Lacey, to

ensure a smooth transition of

responsibilities, prior to Mr Lacey retiring

in late 2012. 

Having built up a wealth of

experience at TITAN (which also has

offices in the UK, Singapore and

Australia and has performed over 350

salvage and wreck removal projects

since 1980), Mr Hoddinott described his

appointment as a “terrific opportunity” to

work on behalf with Union members on

important issues facing the industry. “I

look forward to taking up the challenges

and doing my best to promote 

the industry and build on Mike’s work,”

he said.

Mr Hoddinott began his career at sea

and has a Master Mariner’s Certificate.

After joining United Towing as a Salvage

Officer in 1982, he subsequently served

as Salvage Master, before moving into

senior management with Howard Smith

(then Adsteam). He then joined US-

owned TITAN Salvage as its Managing

Director, Europe.  Mark Hoddinott has

also served on the ISU’s Lloyd’s Open

Form Sub-Committee since its inception

in 2006 and has been the Chairman 

of that committee for the past three

years. �

TITAN Salvage director accepts role at ISU
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N
oreq is continuing to expand and

has acquired a factory in Poland 

to be better prepared to serve 

its clients. 

Noreq Poland will take care of

assembly and testing of Noreq products.

The factory, situated outside the city of

Toruń, has a production hall of 2,500

square metres and offices of approx 1,000

sq m. Noreq has been producing its davits

in Poland for many years. The company is

also expecting to hire 25 people at the

new facility during 2012.

“In recent months Noreq has been

awarded with orders of around NOK150

million and with this acquisition we stand

very well prepared for future growth and

expansion,” said Styrk Bekkenes, MD of

Noreq AS. �

G
AC India has opened a new office

in Pipavav to cater for the needs

of the growing number of vessels

calling at the port and principals using it as

a base for operations in the Mumbai High

oil field, off the country’s west coast.

With this expansion, GAC has a total

of 27 offices in 22 locations across India.

The new office at the Gujurati port is fully

licensed, equipped and manned to provide

a wide range of ship agency services and

to handle cargo shipments, spare parts,

customs clearance, and much more.

Previously, GAC’s Jamnager office covered

the operations at Pipavav, but growing

numbers of ships calling at both ports led

to the opening of the new office.

Primarily a bulk cargo port, Pipavav

has diversified with the addition of a

container terminal handling exports from

Delhi and North India, and the LPG

Terminal serving Mumbai High oil field. 

India’s oldest and largest developed oil

field, Mumbai High, has seen its production

figures decrease over the past few years.

However, there are renewed drilling

activities in the 25-year-old field recently,

and new technology and drilling

techniques are expected to give it a

second lease of life.

GAC India’s Managing Director Paul

Haegeman, said: “As with so many

developments for GAC, the establishment

of our Pipavav office has been client-

driven. 

“With the opening of this new branch,

we are now set to respond quickly and

efficiently to the rising demand at the port.

In particular, we are ready with our range

of support solutions for the oil industry,

under the guidance of GAC India’s

dedicated oil and gas team,” he added. �

I
nternational container terminal operator

APM Terminals has appointed Henrik L.

Pedersen as Chief Executive Officer for

the Asia-Pacific Region based in Shanghai,

China. Mr Pedersen, who joined the A.P.

Moller-Maersk Group in 1998, prior to

moving to DAMCO, the Group’s logistics

arm, will undertake his role as part of APM

Terminal’s global Senior Management

Team. 

Mr Pedersen, who is a Danish national,

gained a finance degree from Copenhagen

Business School and took management

courses from Columbia Business School in

New York City. In 2001, he became Chief

Financial Officer of DAMCO Greater China

Area, based in Shanghai, and later took up

the position as head of Warehousing,

Distribution and New Investment Projects,

also at DAMCO. 

In January 2008, Mr Pedersen became

APM Terminals’ Vice President of Business

Development Latin America, based in

Panama. During his four year tenure in Latin

America, the company secured significant

investment projects in Callao, Peru; Santos,

Brazil; Moin, Costa Rica; and Lazaro

Cardenas, Mexico.

Commenting on his new role, Mr

Pedersen said: “I am very excited to take on

these new responsibilities. Our Asia-Pacific

Region is a growth market and we are

privileged to already operate a number of

wholly owned and joint venture first class

terminals. My immediate focus will be to

drive further service improvements towards

our customers and adding further value in

the terminals where we participate as joint

venture partners.” �

GAC opens new India office

APM Terminals appoints new Asia Pacific CEO

Noreq expanding production capacity
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I
n these times of austerity, ship owners

and managers are keeping a close eye

on costs and retaining tight control of

their books but according to leading paints

and coatings manufacturers, the efforts of

some companies to scrimp on the upkeep

of their vessels could come back to haunt

them in the future, as the short-term

financial gains give way to expensive,

more labour intensive maintenance efforts

in the future. 

Søren Valbro, Director, Brunel Marine

Coating Systems, said: “Some ships are

not being maintained regularly during the

bad market conditions we are

experiencing but during such times,

sensible owners have the opportunity to

capitalise on available dry dock space,

labour and other such costs – it can be

much cheaper to dry dock. But there is

the continuing influence of fuel prices

going up.”

However, Brunel Marine Coating

Systems offers a solution for those owners

seeking to save costs while avoiding

regular drydocking for coatings

treatments. Enviromarine is a resin and

catalyst system, comprised of

environmentally friendly materials with no

solvents, biocides or volatile organic

compounds (VOCs). It is the only coating

to have gained endorsement from the

Norwegian Environmental Initiative and is

entirely safe to handle. 

Perhaps the greatest selling point for

the Enviromarine system is that it has been

certified by Det Norske Veritas (DNV) as

the only coatings system approved for a

10-year docking interval. Infact, the first

generation of the Enviromarine underwater

hull coating was applied to ships 12 years

ago and still remains in service on these

vessels today. In addition, as this coatings

system has virtually no microtexture, zero

porosity and has a coefficient of friction

less than that of glass, this serves for more

efficient vessel speed, ensuring optimum

hull performance and a reduction in fuel

use.

“We have a ten year drydocking

interval approval which is a huge

breakthrough. The market will come back

one day, so if ship owners keep on top of

things now, they can be in a position when

the market comes back where they will

only have to perform essential legal

commitments in dockings and they won’t

be taking their vessels out of service more

than is absolutely necessary,” Mr Valbro

said.

He added that “future proofing” is the

main concept which Brunel is aiming to

capitalise on: “The owners who are

contracting new ships now are the ones

who are going against the trend. At the

moment, there are lots of owners who are

struggling – those who haven’t put money

aside in the good times. Even if they had

put money by, I doubt many owners would

expect this situation to go on for as long

as it has and they would not expect to

need a contingency plan. 

“When we were younger, we’ve all

been in that situation where we’ve had a

car that’s too expensive to run. The

exhaust may fail and you know you should

replace it but instead, you make do with a

mend and you know in the long run it will

cost you more money, but ultimately, if you

haven’t got the money on the day, you

haven’t got the money on the day – it’s the

same principle with ships.” 

But is Mr Valbro seeing a great deal of

reluctance from owners in working

towards longer term gains? “Yes, we have

seen this but now, it’s at a point where it’s

gone on long enough – vessels do need

the work and with the availability of labour,

where costs are lower, this kind of

equation comes into play.” 

He also noted that as systems for

monitoring hull performance have become

more affordable and technology has

improved, this enables owners to

demonstrate the savings they're getting.

“Once they’ve seen this for themselves

with their own measuring methods, they

can assess the value. With fuel prices

going up, if you can show a 6% saving,

this becomes worth more and more with

time. It’s future proofing because it is

obvious that fuel prices will go up more

and more,” he said.

Following a period of 10 years, owners

have reported vessels coated with the

Enviromarine system have returned back

to drydocks with the coating “fully intact

and smooth” and with a paint thickness

which is “exactly the same” as when it had

been applied. Brunel currently has 12

newbuildings in progress which are being

treated with the Enviromarine system and

the company is working to reach a wider

customer base, as owners realise the

benefits of uninterrupted trade, without the

toprotect
and

serve

“If ship owners keep on top of
things now, when the market
comes back they won’t be taking
their vessels out of service more
than is absolutely necessary” 
Søren Valbro, Director, Brunel
Marine Coating Systems
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need for regular maintenance on the

coatings side. 

Manufacturers dealing with coatings

for cargo oil tanks are also focusing on

products which will maintain and protect

the surface on which they are applied for a

long period. The new International

Maritime Organization (IMO) Performance

Standard for Protective Coatings (PSPC)

rules for cargo oil tanks (COT), which

come into effect during January 2013, are

focused on maintaining the long-term

integrity of tanks through a new standard

which requires all coatings used in tanks

to provide long-term protection against the

corrosive effects of crude oil. 

Paints and coatings manufacturer

Jotun has successfully completed testing

of its coating systems in line with these

new rules, at an IMO-approved test

institute (at the COT Institute for Safety,

Security, and Conflict Management in The

Netherlands), passing with several tank

coating systems. 

Jotun used two test methods, the first

of which was designed to simulate the

composition of the vapour phase in crude

oil tanks, both in ballast and in fully-loaded

conditions. The second test simulated

immersion in a crude oil tank with a model

liquid, developed to replicate some of the

most corrosive crude oils. 

According to Jorunn Holdhus Skovly,

Jotun’s Product Manager for tank

coatings, Jotun coating systems

performed well in these rigorous tests:

“Jotun welcomes the IMO regulations as

Image courtesy of International Paint





they ensure a given standard for the whole

coating process, from steel preparation to

control measures. Type approval for

coating systems ensures that our

customers can trust they are selecting

appropriate and high-performance coating

systems, fit for purpose.” 

UK-headquartered firm International

Paint is also working to ensure cargo oil

tanks coated with its system, Intershield

300, will remain durable in service and stay

in excellent condition, even after 15 years,

as in the cargo oil tanks of the Samco

Raven. 

The 301,653dwt crude oil tanker had

the upper and lower areas of its cargo oil

tanks coated with the abrasion resistant,

aluminium pure epoxy coating Intershield

300 immediately after delivery in June

1996. At the vessel’s third special survey

and planned maintenance docking at Yiu

Lian Dockyard in Shekou, China, during

2011, nine of the vessel’s 15 cargo oil

tanks were assessed and the coating

condition was rated as excellent

throughout. 

Minimal breakdown was observed on

edges, weld seams, cut-outs and

scallops throughout the tanks and only a

small number of minor, isolated spots of

corrosion were present. The coating was

in excellent condition in areas

surrounding bellmouths and on sharp

edges around cargo wells while no

breakdown was visible directly above, at

or below the cargo load lines.

François Rascle, Superintendent, V.

Ships France, who supervised the

drydocking, said: “After 15 years in

service the coating is in very good

condition…in fact, better than good. The

tanktops are in excellent condition with

very few areas of breakdown.”  

Andrew Cass, International Paint

Business Development Manager, said:

“The condition of the cargo oil tanks was

astonishing after 15 years in service.

With the IMO PSPC for Cargo Oil Tanks

being introduced in 2013, this

outstanding performance can give vessel

owners confidence that when they select

Intershield 300 as the anticorrosive

protection system for their cargo oil

tanks, they are investing in a coating that

is proven to meet and exceed legislative

requirements. With only minimal repairs,

the coating is set to continue protecting

the cargo oil tanks for many years to

come.”

Intershield 300 has also passed the

IMO PSPC Cargo Oil Tank laboratory

tests in accordance with IMO MSC.288

(87) SOLAS regulations for cargo oil

tankers and in 2008 the product was

awarded the first Lloyd’s Register IMO

PSPC Type Approval Certificate for sea

water ballast tanks. �
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“Type approval for coating
systems ensures that our
customers can trust they are
selecting appropriate and high-
performance coating systems, fit
for purpose” Jorunn Holdhus
Skovly, Product Manager, Jotun





I
n the event of as emergency onboard,

without effective and properly maintained

equipment, shipping companies run the

risk of endangering their crew but as

providers of safety products have

confirmed to The Ship Supplier, through

regular investment and maintenance in

such equipment, seafarer wellbeing is

assured.

Fire safety onboard is an important

facet of lifesaving which should not be

overlooked. UK-based company Detector

Testers specialises in the manufacture of

equipment used in the testing of

equipment for smoke and fire detection

onboard and produces Testifire – the

world’s first multi-stimulus detector tester

which is effective for smoke, heat, and/or

CO fire detectors.

As Alex Brown, Key Account Manager

for Detector Testers explained, the

maintenance of fire detection equipment

onboard vessels is generally well

understood and usually addressed with

appropriate testing but failure to regularly

test detection equipment will provide no

assurance that such equipment is

operating effectively and goes against

manufacturer and industry codes of

practice.  

“A vital factor is not only the testing of

smoke detectors – but also any heat and

CO detectors which may be onboard –

perhaps in a kitchen or an engine room. All

sensors, whether located individually within

single sensor detectors or in detector

heads which combine smoke, heat and/or

CO, must be tested and maintained using

appropriate, approved tools which are

recognised as being fit for purpose and

provide a true test of a detector’s full

functionality and the way in which it will

respond in the event of fire.”

Capable of producing heat, CO and

smoke stimuli, as required for effective

testing of fire detection equipment, Testifire

enables the testing of fire detector sensors

to be carried out independently,

sequentially or simultaneously and is

suitable for a range of different detectors,

including single or multi-sensor, point or

aspirating fire detectors.

Testifire also removes the reliance on

pressurised aerosol canisters which have

historically been relied upon to test smoke

and CO sensors – although use of such

canisters has proved useful in the past,

they have carried a level of hazardous risk

owing to their pressurised state. Testifire

uses capsules to generate smoke and CO

which are non-pressurised and therefore

easier to store, transport and distribute

around global ports.

But what regulations and legislation

are most important for fire safety onboard?

Mr Brown explained that the maintenance

of fire detection systems is influenced in a

number of ways, particularly through

international and Industry Standards such

as BS5839 and the International

Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea

(SOLAS), which require the testing of

detectors in a manner which proves the

detector can detect fire and respond

accordingly. 

Understandably, this

requires the use of specialist

test equipment, designed

to replicate the

conditions a detector

would be subjected

to in the event of a

real fire but over the

years, detector

technology has

evolved and now,

does not only detect

smoke but also heat and

CO (carbon monoxide).  

“Developments such as

these have led to changes on

the demands placed upon test

equipment. Manufacturers usually

offer guidelines on how their detectors

should be maintained in order to

continue operating at an optimum level.

In order to carry out this maintenance

they call upon the use of specialist test

equipment, codes and standards in

many countries. This reflects the

need to test all fire sensors – whether

they’re a single sensor or multi

sensors detector,” Mr Brown said.  

When asked about whether or

not during times of recession, he is

concerned that ship owners and ship

managers may not be investing enough

money and time into their fire and safety
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systems

onboard, Mr

Brown said: “During times of

economic downturn it is of course in

everyone’s nature to look at ways to

save money and make any money they

do spend go further.  Something as

important as fire detection is an

area where people realise

they cannot cut costs

– if they do they run

the risk of not

only falling foul

of standards

and

legislation,

and in so

doing putting

property and

assets at risk, but also endangering

human life . Perhaps because of this, and

the rise in multi-sensor detectors, we

have actually seen growth in the

number of specialist marine

companies looking to supply

higher technology test and

service equipment.”  

He added that the maritime

industry is often regarded as

being particularly receptive to

new technology and the use

of ‘best available’ tools and

equipment and cited this as a

possible reason why he has

seen no evidence of ship

owners and ship managers

overlooking the importance of

investment in fire detection. 

“If anything they are investing

more in order to access better tools

which serve more needs and provide a

greater return on investment. Of course,

periods of recession are often times of

diversification which can see companies

looking to move into different areas in

order to generate business. This can lead

to new personnel with less experience

carrying out tasks – if this happens it

makes it even more important that the

right equipment is used to ensure that the

requisite level of practice is achieved –

even when the personnel have changed.

“In terms of how the industry can be

encouraged to keep investing – it is really

a case of whether it can afford not to. With

codes and standards regulating the

testing and maintenance of fire detection

equipment and the technology within the

detectors developing rapidly, owners and

managers need to work hard to ensure

their vessels are compliant.”  

When asked if he believes human

error is an important factor towards safety

onboard, Mr Brown said: “Regardless of

the make and model of the fire detection

system, it is imperative that the system is

regularly serviced to ensure it is in a state

of optimum operational condition. Of

course this can only be guaranteed by

the service technician/engineer testing

every sensor in every detector.  If corners

are cut – meaning only some of the

sensors on the vessel are tested – the

engineer runs the risk of leaving a system

in situ which will not react in the event of

a fire and is therefore not fit for purpose.

“Failure to test and maintain at all is

human error on the largest scale.

However, testing using the wrong tools

and equipment can also pose a

significant risk to the ability of the

detector to perform in the event of a fire.

In some cases testing with inappropriate

equipment can leave the detector in a

worse state than before it was tested. As

laid out above, carrying out testing and

maintenance alone is not enough – it

needs to be in line with the

manufacturer’s recommendations and in

accordance with relevant codes and

standards.”

Mr Brown added that good,

professional testing and maintenance is

an inexpensive practice and is vital in

ensuring detection systems remain in

optimum operational condition, in order

to respond should a fire occur, ensuring

minimum risk to assets and life. 

Providers of safety signage have also

emphasised that despite the recession,

shipping companies should not scrimp

on safety equipment. Maritime Progress,

a UK-based company specialising in the
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manufacture and supply of

photoluminescent signs, has recognised

the price pressures many shipping

companies are facing and in a bold move,

has chosen not to increase its prices this

year, marking the third year the company

has chosen not to increase its prices.

Michael Egan, Managing Director,

said: "By means of constantly monitoring

our efficiency, by investing in modern

plant and carefully choosing our

suppliers, we can maintain the quality of

our products while keeping our prices

stable and competitive. We have always

said that quality must come first,

especially in the supply of safety materials

but we also know that we must be

extremely cost aware in order to give

value to our customers." 

The company has also recently

commented on the issue of product

quality, particularly where poor quality

adhesive signs have failed under

challenging maritime environments.

According to Maritime Progress, "We put

them up and they just fell down!" was a

comment used by one “disgruntled end

user”, where signage failed to conform to

marine standards.

The company has stated that by

constantly aiming for customer

satisfaction through quality assurance

and other methods, Maritime Progress

ensures customers are given value for

money. The company has always put

quality at the top of its agenda when

supplying products to the marine industry

and often visits the source of raw

materials, in order to ensure suppliers are

adhering to the same high standards

during the manufacturing process. 

Marine Technical Manager, Captain

Andy Goldsmith, said: "There is inevitably

a price factor in supplying a quality

product, but, by keeping our overheads

under review, we can still be competitive

in our price structure and continue to

provide the personal service Maritime

Progress is famous for." �
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W
ith charter rates dropping to the

lowest ever seen, many

suppliers of anchors and chains

are seeing a huge change in the way their

business is conducted.

Ship owners and managers are

keeping close control over spending costs

and larger items of equipment and

machinery are being bumped to the

bottom of the budget especially when it

comes to newbuildings.

“The market has definitely changed

from a mix of newbuilding contracts and

daily deliveries to total spot delivery,” said

Ilse van der Pols, Manager for

Rotterdam-based anchor and chain

cable company Wortelboer.

“This also means we are getting bad

spot prices for deliveries.”

The company, which concentrates on

three divisions – offshore, yachting and

general shipping, where the bulk of the

business lies – has a yard in Rotterdam

which covers about 18,000sq m and

stocks a vast range of anchors including

D’Hone, AC-14, Hall, Spek, Pool,

Danforth and Flipper Delta anchors

which are widely used in the offshore

market for lay and crane barges, multi-

purpose offshore support vessels, drilling

rigs, survey vessels and dredgers. It also

has a very large stock of chaincables

with diameters ranging from 14mm to
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122mm, all ready for immediate

dispatch.

In the past year it has concentrated

on finding new customers from around

the globe to bolster sales, in what has

been a difficult time for many.

“We have strengthened our

international focus which means we are

still delivering around the globe and

getting new customers on a regular basis

from countries worldwide,” added Ms

van der Pols.

As for the coming 12 to 18 months,

does she foresee a change in fortune?

“We expect no growth at this

moment but we trust we can continue

our business as we did in the last couple

of years.”

Wortelboer prides itself on being able

to supply to anywhere in the world and

has overcome many potentially tricky

logistical challenges. Four years ago the

company was called into action when

two vessels lost their anchors in US

waters.

Four high holding power anchors

weighing 15 tonnes each were

immediately transported to Seattle on one

of the world’s largest cargo planes,

Antanov An-124.

“It was a big challenge but just one of

many we have dealt with,” said Sales and

Marketing Director Marcel Wortelboer.

Another company which has seen

expansion in its international sales is

Washington Chain & Supply, based in

Seattle, US.

Vice President Bert Cehovet said:

“WCS ships throughout the US and has

seen rapid growth in our international

sales. WCS can deliver anywhere in the

world from our main location, from one of

several stocking locations in the US, or

direct from our network of reliable

overseas suppliers.”

Washington Chain & Supply has been

serving the marine, industrial and offshore

industries for more than 35 years and

maintains a large inventory of domestic

and foreign, new and used anchors,

anchor chains and fittings. It can supply

ABS, DNV and Lloyds certifications and

has pull-testing facilities capable of

handling two million pounds.

Customers include ship and barge

companies, construction companies and

navies around the world including the US,

Taiwan, Mexico and Australia.

And global capability is also key for

Norwegian company Sotra Anchor & Chain

which has its main yard and head office in

Bergen, Norway but also has yards

stocking anchors and chains in Scotland,

China and Rotterdam, where it opened a

yard last April.

“These four locations give us the

greatest flexibility for deliveries worldwide

and bring our anchors & chains nearer to

their main markets,” said Marketing

Manager Nicolai Malmo.

Like Wortelboer it says it is also

equipped to respond quickly to an

emergency.

“We are able to load and deliver

immediately upon order, 24 hours a day,

seven days a week,” said Mr. Malmo. 

“In Rotterdam we can deliver quickly

and economically to all European countries

and also with our yard in China we will be in

position for quicker shipment to North and

South American customers.” �
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Market News

G
etting access to today’s ships as

a ship supplier can often be

fraught with problems. The

onset of the ISPS Code has introduced a

raft of regulations so tight and

sometimes so unwieldy as to prevent

suppliers from sometimes doing their job

effectively. That is why ISSA has taken

this whole issue of access to ships so

seriously and has started to raise it as a

priority in the auspices of the

International Maritime Organization.

But thanks to maritime training

specialist Videotel, an innovative video

and workbook has been developed that

aims to show visitors to ships, the key

actions which will help to reduce the risks

involved in any ship call.

And because of the close

cooperation ISSA has with Videotel,

ISSA members can buy the training

package at a 30% discount of the 

cost price. 

Ships and the terminals and ports

they serve are as potentially dangerous

an industrial environment as most people

are ever likely to encounter. Seafarers are

highly trained, but they can still

sometimes come to harm and it is even

more dangerous for visitors to ships.

The first section of the training

programme is about preparing for the trip

and looks in detail at each of the 

‘three As’:

•  Assessing the risks

•  Analysing the risks

•  Actions to reduce the risks

The second part of the programme

focuses on potential hazards on the way

to the ship. For example, if boarding the

ship by launch, this would include

checking the weather conditions,

checking the launch for any hazards and

checking the sea conditions before

attempting to board, especially if using a

Jacob’s ladder.

The third section addresses how

visitors can keep themselves safe while

onboard the ship. This includes asking

questions about the surroundings and

what is happening onboard the ship such

as cargo operations or bunkering. It also

includes reviewing key safety procedures

with the officer in charge and making sure

to wear the appropriate safety equipment

for the areas being visited.

Videotel is the largest multi-media

producer of high-quality maritime safety

training software and materials serving

the maritime community today. As well 

as its award winning programmes

onboard some 10,000 vessels, Videotel

has the largest portfolio of maritime

computer based training (CBT) materials

in the world. �

Getting
safely
onboard
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W
eldability-SIF, a UK-based

‘one stop source’ for all

welding products, has now

made available its Sifbronze brand

SIFMIG SG2 copper coated double

deoxidised 0,8mm, 1.0mm and 1.2mm

diameter MIG welding wires in 250kg

bulk drums for semi-automated and

fully-automated robotic MIG welding

applications. 

This wire joins other types of

Sifbronze wires that are currently

available in 250kg drums including

SIFMIG Zero SG3 double de-oxidised

mild steel MIG wire without a copper

coating and SIFMIG SG3 a higher tensile

strength copper coated double

deoxidised MIG wire. 

Welding wire supplied in drums helps

fabricators to reduce wire-change over

frequencies by up to 16 times increasing

production volumes through reduced

downtimes.

SIFMIG SG2 is a CE certified DIN EN

13479:03.2005 standard MIG welding

wire, that is manufactured with a high

quality copper finish for very smooth

feeding and is designed for fabricators

welding unalloyed and low alloyed mild and

medium tensile steels used in general

fabrication, construction steelwork, tank

and boiler fabrication, repair and

automotive body applications. It also

meets Canadian Welding Bureau (CWB)

classification B-G 49A 3 C G6 (ER49S-6)

of CSA standard W48-06 (filler metals and

allied materials for metal arc welding).

Used with CO2 and ArCO2 shielding

gases, this wire includes silicon and

manganese to produce welds with good

mechanical properties including an impact

toughness down to -20°C. Typical

mechanical properties of the wire include a

1450° melting point, 4000N/mm2 Ult

tensile strength and a hardness of 120.

Supplied palletised,

SIFMIG SG2 bulk drums

are easy to connect to your

MIG equipment and are

designed to reduce feeding

problems by utilising an

optional compatible feed cone

and liner, complementing the

smooth, consistent surface

finish and stable arc provided by

SIFMIG SG2.

This wire is also available on

0.7kg, 5.0kg and 15kg wire spools

depending on the diameter 

of wire. �

Weldability-SIF
copper coated MIG welding wires available

T
he lives of a speedboat driver and

wakeboarder have been saved

thanks to a Pains Wessex marine

distress signal and an RNLI volunteer.

The RNLI has created a video

documentary of the rescue of Gary Guy

and his nephew and is using it in sea

safety talks. Pains Wessex Sales Manager

Chris Feibusch presented Mr Guy with a

new pack of flares and the rescued

powerboater says every boat should carry

marine distress signals.

Mr Guy got into trouble after the

engine cut out while he was taking his

nephew wakeboarding off Aberdovey

Beach, at Ynyslas, Cardigan Bay, in Wales.

As angry white water buffeted the

boat, Mr Guy dialled 999 on his mobile

phone, but it refused to work. Before the

pair was knocked from the boat by a huge

wave, he grabbed his emergency bag.

He desperately tried to fire a different

brand of flare, but it failed. Thankfully, there

were also two Pains Wessex Orange

Handsmokes in the bag, which operated

perfectly.

“The next thing I remember was being

washed out into the Irish Sea. Riding up

and down on the big waves, it wasn’t easy

opening my emergency bag. I selected the

first flare to hand, which was not a Pains

Wessex product. I pulled the cord –

nothing. I tossed it aside, delved into the

bag and selected a Pains Wessex flare. I

twisted the blue handle, struck it and –

whoosh! – thick orange smoke.

“We needed to preserve both our

energy and spirit. We hung to our float. We

talked and we hoped.”

Fortunately, the Pains Wessex marine

distress signals had been spotted by off-

duty Borth RNLI Lifeboat Operations

Manager, Ronald Davies MBE, who was

on the shore. Mr Davies had returned from

work, when he happened to glance out to

sea and saw the flare.

He said: “I looked out and saw this

smoke rising across the sea. I have been

involved with the lifeboat service for more

than 40 years so I know about marine

distress signals. The pair would have been

in real trouble if they had been out there in

the sea too long.”

Mr Davies alerted the coastguard.

RNLI volunteers from Aberdovey launched

their Atlantic 75 lifeboat and sped out to

the stricken pair who were floundering in

the choppy sea. Initially, the powerful wind,

waves and spray prevented the lifeboat

crew locating the pair, but after 10 minutes

they were spotted and rescued.

Pains Wessex products have been

helping to save lives for more than 100

years and are specified by the world’s

navies, merchant fleets, fishing vessels,

rescue services, airlines and leisure craft.

Manufacturer, Chemring Marine,

based in Fareham, UK, is part of the

Chemring Group PLC and is a leading

supplier of SOLAS, MED & USCG-

approved marine distress signals to

commercial and leisure marine markets. �

Pains
Wessex flare and RNLI save two lives at sea
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A
BB has won an order to provide an

energy management system for

one of the world’s most

environmentally-friendly cruise ferries,

which is due to be delivered to Viking Line

in 2013. The ship is being built in Finland at

the STX Yard in Turku.

The new cruise ferry, a 218 metre

vessel with a top speed of 22 knots, will

have the capacity to carry 2,800

passengers and will serve the route

connecting Turku, Finland and Stockholm,

Sweden. In line with Viking Line’s

environmental commitments, the new

generation ferry will use liquefied natural

gas as its fuel, which will be a first for a

passenger vessel of this size. Through

efficient use of this fuel, the ship will have

extremely low emissions and virtually zero

marine emissions. 

Viking Line chose ABB’s energy

management system for marine

applications software - EMMA, which is a

part of ABB’s marine automation and

control offering, to help manage energy-

related processes, practices and decisions

on the new ferry, to use fuel efficiently from

the very first day of operation.

“One of the top priorities at Viking Line

is to lower the emissions and fuel

consumption on our fleet. We were

looking for a good monitoring tool that

automatically regulated power

consumption and was as easy to

operate as a traffic light and as a result

ABB’s EMMA became our first choice,”

said Kari Granberg, Project Manager at

Viking Line Abp.

EMMA is based on ABB’s field-

proven process automation software

for energy management, which has

been deployed to more than 60

process industry customers.

“We are committed to the

development of cutting-edge

technology for our marine customers so

that they can meet their operational

efficiency and environmental goals,”

said Veli-Matti Reinikkala, head of

ABB’s Process Automation division. 

“EMMA is a tool that draws on the

successes of energy management

systems in the process industries and

applies them to the specific challenges

faced by ship operators.” 

ABB’s scope of supply to Viking

Line includes EMMA software, which

compares and analyses the historical

and current operational data of the

vessel, then calculates and advises on

areas for improvement with easy-to-

understand displays. It also includes an

extended energy management tool that

models energy consumption and

calculates optimal operating conditions,

so that ships can perform at the 

highest possible fuel and energy

efficiency. 

ABB’s Process Automation division

delivers industry specific solutions and

services for industrial automation and

plant electrification. These solutions

help customers meet their critical

business needs in the areas of energy

efficiency, operational profitability,

capital productivity, risk management,

and global responsibility. Available

industry specific solutions include

process control, instrumentation,

analytics, safety, plant optimisation,

telecommunications, energy

management and power distribution. 

ABB (www.abb.com) is a leader in

power and automation technologies

that enable utility and industry

customers to improve performance

while lowering environmental impact.

The ABB Group of companies operates

in around 100 countries and employs

about 130,000 people. �

ABB
to provide energy management system for
new Viking Line ferry
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F
ollowing the Manila amendments

to the STCW Code in January,

requiring mandatory training in

Electronic Chart Display and Information

System (ECDIS) for all seafarers with

navigational responsibilities, the rush is

now on to ensure competency among

crew members.

From July this year the mandatory

fitting of ECDIS onboard ships will begin,

with the legislation in a rolling timetable

phased by vessel and size and starting

with newbuild passenger ships and

tankers. By 2018 it will apply to almost

all large ships.

German-based e-learning company

Safebridge which offers internet-based

training, says that around half a million

officers need to be trained by 2018, and

that is just in generic training, not the

type-specific which is also deemed

necessary by the new regulations.

The difficulty is that capacity of

shore-based training centres is said to

be between just 20,000 and 25,000  

per year.

“The problem with

ECDIS training is how to

familiarise all the officers,”

said Managing Director

Ulf Steden.

“They have to adapt

to every new system

every time they change ship. At the

moment there are about 40 different

ECDIS systems spread around the world

fleet. You can imagine if you change

ship, the chance of having the same

system onboard is not that great.”

Because type-specific training

needs to be done before the officer goes

onboard, Safebridge came up with its

online training solution so officers can do

it on their laptop at their leisure. Training

is said to take between 10 and 16 hours

but students are given a three-week

time frame to complete the course, at

the end of which they are tested.

“It is live, running ECDIS with an e-

learning layer in top. Our philosophy is

that to really know the system you have

to use it,” said Mr Steden.

The test is also interactive on the live

system and Safebridge asks the user to

operate the ECDIS like he would operate

it onboard.

Once training has been completed,

manufacturers are obliged by flag states

to keep track and every certificate

issued following the Safebridge training

is registered and has a code so it is easy

for port state control to check its validity.

Safebridge expects a surge in

training demands as the July mandatory

fitting date edges closer.

“We are talking with a lot of ship

owners and it is quite shocking as some

of them are not aware of the

requirements,” said Mr Steden. “The

trouble is that some ship owners will wait

until the last minute.” �

Rush
for ECDIS training

D
uring a visit to the headquarters

of survival equipment specialists,

BCB International Ltd,  the

President of the Liberal Democrats, Tim

Farron MP, and the UK Shadow Minister

for Enterprise, Transport, Europe and

Business, Eluned Parrott AM were

briefed about a device called the

‘Buccaneer’ which can ward off pirates

through the power of compressed air.

BCB International is a family-run

company which has evolved from its

early days as a cough medicine

supplier to British troops fighting in the

Crimean War.  Today it is a major

exporter of cutting-edge technologies

that would not be out of place in a

James Bond movie. 

Tim Farron MP said: “Piracy at sea

is becoming an increasing problem and

commercial vessels are particularly

vulnerable.  The Buccaneer system is a

safe and effective deterrent and I will be

speaking to colleagues at Westminster

to see what measures can be taken to

ensure that proactive means to protect

vessels are included in future Marine

Guidance”. 

Andrew Howell, Managing Director

of BCB International Ltd, said: “Our

‘Buccaneer’ launchers are an example

of how we have pioneered a solution to

a serious problem.  Piracy at sea costs

world trade an estimated $7 billion to

$10bn annually. It is almost impossible

to calculate the human cost of those

held for ransom against their will for

extended periods of time by merciless

pirates.” �

‘Blowing’:
pirates away

T
homas Gunn Navigation Services

(TGNS) is soon to launch Voyager 4

– the latest version of its automated

chart management system which has

been designed to grow organically in tune

with the needs of the industry.

According to Thomas Gunn,

Managing Director, his team is excited at

the breadth of their new customer offering:

“In response to customer demand we

have added a number of value added

solutions. It is now integrated with TGT E-

Data and includes new updates and chart

display, route planning functionality,

weather data, navigational warning data,

integration of port information and

transmission of Flag State Regulations and

Safety advisories.” �

Thomas Gunn
Voyager 4
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